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Preface
What is contained in this publication is a small sample of the practices shared 
by schools in the larger project. The project was very large and included more 
than 35 schools across Australia covering the range of education provision 
contexts – early childhood through to vocational education (senior years); 
small one or two teacher schools through to comprehensive schools with 
large teaching cohorts; all sectors of school (government, Catholic and 
Independent); day schools to boarding schools; and those states that have 
schools classified as remote and very remote (SA, WA, Qld, NT and NSW). As 
such, it represents the gamut of Australian schools. 

The breadth of this book is limited due to publication restraints. It is intended 
to be shared with schools interested in pedagogy that works in the context of 
remote Indigenous education. The practices shared here have brought about 
success with Indigenous learners in the area of numeracy (or mathematics) 
education.  What is of significant value is that the practices that work in 
these contexts – those students most at risk of educational failure – can also 
be relevant to other cohorts of students, such as urban working-class, who 
would equally benefit from quality pedagogical practices. After all, good 
pedagogy should benefit all students. 

This project was funded through the Australian Research Council Grants 
program (DP130103585) and supported by the University of Canberra.
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It is well recognised that on most measures of 
educational performance, various factors impact 
on learning outcomes.  Students’ backgrounds 
impact on the funds of knowledge (or their habitus) 
that they bring to school so factors such as racial 
background (including Indigeneity), socio-economic 
status, language background, geo-location and/or 
gender all have significant bearings on outcomes. 
For remote Indigenous learners, there is an 
alignment of many of these factors that ultimately 
impact on their learning outcomes. Remote 
Indigenous learners are the most vulnerable in 
terms of academic success. The issues are complex 
but are also well documented. Issues around 
attendance, for example, are complex but it is very 
clear that if students do not attend school, then 
how can they acquire the knowledge of school and 
schooling. 

A magnitude of money has been allocated to 
reforms in Indigenous education to try to stem and 
redress the failure of Indigenous students in schools, 
particularly through the Closing the Gap initiative.  
Many of these programs have been funded/
implemented through a sense of urgency to bring 
about change. One of the more notable examples 
has been that of the rollout of Direct Instruction 
throughout the Cape York Aboriginal Academy 
(CYAA). This was initially funded at a cost of $25m 

for three schools and a further $22m has been 
added since the initial rollout. This makes for a very 
expensive program. The outcomes are somewhat 
circumspect with the CYAA indicating success while 
external evaluations have questioned the outcomes. 

Similarly, in mathematics, the Federal Government 
has invested heavily in three mathematics programs 
– QuickSmart, RoleM and Yumi Deadly Maths. 
These programs are now available for schools to 
purchase. One school in the study advised that 
there were charged $80k per annum for the rollout 
in their small school for one of these programs. 
This is equivalent to the cost of employing another 
teacher in the school! Schools are very desperate 
for support in mathematics education for their 
students. Many of the teachers in remote areas 
are new graduates – new to teaching, new to 
remote living, often with no previous contact 
with Indigenous Australians, and often with a low 
perception of their capacity to teach mathematics.

Much as there are debates in literacy education, 
there are similar debates in mathematics education 
as to what makes for good practice. What is clear 
from schools, systems and individual teachers is that 
there is a need for guidance in quality education 
for this cohort of students.  There is a need to 
support new teachers into their profession but also 

Successful Practice in Numeracy Education
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to build their confidence in mathematics teaching 
and working in cross-cultural contexts.  The tyranny 
of distance means that access to professional 
learning is restricted so innovative ways of 
upskilling, mentoring and building capacity are key 
considerations in these contexts.  

There is a significant literature on the issues, 
problems and challenges of remote education 
provision, of cross-cultural education and 
of induction of teachers into these contexts 
which is supplemented by a vast literature that 
problematizes the issues and creates negative press 
for remote schools.  Some of this may be valid, 
but that is not the approach taken in this project. 
Rather, the project sought out those schools that 
were experiencing success and sought to document 
what they were doing that was working despite the 
odds.

This study suspended the judgement of the research 
team. The intent was to document, without 
evaluation, the practices being adopted by successful 
remote schools.  It is argued that the contexts 
within which the practice of teaching mathematics 
are complex and can vary considerably from site 
to site, region to region, state to state so that it is 
difficult, if not impossible, for one program to meet 
the needs of all schools.  There are however, trends 
across the sites which suggest that there are some 
common approaches taken by many of the schools.  
This booklet draws on the most frequently occurring 
practices and shares them herein.

Initially, it was thought the project would examine 
the work of classroom practitioners but over the 
duration of the project, it became clear that there 
were three levels of practice that needed to be 
considered.  These levels have evolved from the 
project:

At the envisioned level, schools needed to have a 
vision about what the school would look like, what 
were the goals of the school, what were priorities, 
the importance of the leadership team to establish 
a culture in the school that brought on board all the 
key participants.

At the enabled level, schools had practices in 
place that acted as a conduit between the vision 
of the school and the practices at the level of the 
classroom.  These were people, policies and actions 
that helped to enable the vision to be realised 
but also provided a feedback loop between the 
leadership team and the practitioners.

At the enacted level, schools had built a plethora 
of classroom practices that realised the vision of 
the school and were supported by the enablers.  
Teachers and support staff enacted various 
practices, strategies and tools that built strengths in 
numeracy for the students. 

Unlike many resources for teachers, this advice 
is based on research with successful teachers 
and schools. It is grounded in the lifeworlds of 
communities where there is success in the teaching 
of mathematics. The following sections are built 
around the practices shared by the teachers in the 
field.  
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The project is based on the selection of ‘successful’ 
numeracy teaching in remote and very remote schools 
which at least 80% of the students being Indigenous.  
The schools are selected on either NAPLAN data where 
schools have shown success in numeracy performance 
as measured against similar schools (green scores) over 
a period of years. Alternatively, some schools have 
been recommended. In all cases, schools are asked to 
provide evidence of success in numeracy/mathematics.  

Govt Catholic Indep TBC Total
WA 8 3 8 19
QLD 5 1 6
SA 4 4

NSW 6 6
NT 2 2

Nationally 23 3 10 1 37
Table One: Distribution of schools participating in the study

The case studies are undertaken via an ethnographic 
method where the researchers develop a ‘thick 
description’ of the practices at the school, and then 
seek feedback from the school as to the validity of the 
report. The case studies are descriptive (not evaluative) 
and are seen to represent the work undertaken at a 
particular site. 

From the data, it is clear that there are three distinct 
levels of practice that appear to shape outcomes. Some 
examples of what is included in these three levels 
appear in Table Two below.

Case Studies

Envisioned Practices 

• Teacher quality
• High expectations
• School wide culture/s
• Leadership
• Attendance
• Sustainability
• Aboriginal Education 

Workers
• Numeracy as a priority
• Numeracy portal/databases
• Early years
• VET

Enabled Practices 
• Culturally responsive 

pedagogy (e.g. shame)
• Consistency
• Explicitness
• Mathematical Content 

knowledge
• Middle leadership
• Language and maths
• Home visits
• Professional learning
• Numeracy plans and maps/

continua/growth points

Enacted Practices
• Lessons, lesson planning
• Multi-age
• Group work
• Fun Fridays
• Longer response times
• Contextual/relevant
• Community inclusion
• Rich maths
• Consistency in lessons
• Explicit expectations
• Visual Representations
• Immersion in resources
• Data displays

Table Two: Examples of the three levels of practice 3



Envisioned Practices

Early Years
By focusing on the early years, schools and teachers 
felt that the gap that is evident in the early years 
can be addressed. This ‘gap’ is in two main areas – 
school behaviour and academic knowledge (in this 
case early number concepts).  Part of the difference 
between the expectations of school and the funds 
of knowledge with which students enter school is 
due to the cultural differences in what is seen as 
valued behaviours in the two contexts, and what 
is seen as important knowledge. There were many 
different ways in which the early years focus was 
undertaken at the schools.  

Inclusion of “Practices”
For the purposes of this report, the data have 
been taken from the case study reports. All 
reports were coded using NVivo using nodes 
(the levels of practices) and sub-nodes (the 
practices being used at the schools).  This 
report consists of those sub-nodes that had 
more than 10 schools having included that 
topic in their case study.  It is noted that this 
data set has already been through a filtering 
process in the writing of the case studies 
where schools may have referred to other 
practices but the individual case studies 
drew on the most salient of the practices 
of an individual school.  As such, this report 
is reporting on the most commonly used 
practices across the study.
 

Reporting Protocols
In this study, the ethics guidelines have 
allowed schools to be named in their 
original case studies.  After this, schools and 
participants cannot be named. As such, the 
protocol in this report has been to refer to 
the data coming from any school as referring 
to the site simply as “the school”. This 
ensures that the report is compliant with the 
guidelines for reporting research.
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INSIGHT

INSIGHTThe school offers a pre-kindy program 
for three year old children who are able 
to attend for 5 days a week for the full 
school day.  The students are then able 
to progress to the kindy (4 year old) 
sector of the early years phase, before 
moving into the pre-primary year (5 year 
old).  Collectively this provides students 
with potentially three years of (full-
time) schooling in preparing students for 
Year One.  The teachers work in a highly 
collaborative and supportive way to 
ensure that the programs provide a 
strong basis for the social, emotional 
and cognitive development of students 
to prepare them for schooling.   … 
data indicate that there is an upward 
trending of student achievement that 
suggests the impact of the extended 
experiences in the early years is impacting 
positively on student performance in 
numeracy.  Many of the 
basic social, emotional and 
academic skills that students 
need for school are taught 
in a repetitive process so 
that over time, the skills 
will be incorporated into the 
student’s repertoire of skills 
and knowledges.

INSIGHTThe focus in the early years where 

the school has been putting a 
lot of emphasis on literacy and 
numeracy skills in the kindy and 
pre-primary years, has shown 
that the students who are now 
moving into the primary school are 

school ready in school behaviours 
and academic skills. The students 
exiting the pre-primary years, who 

have been at the school for the 
two years, are at benchmark levels 

(or above) and more than ready 
for their school years. 

The teacher uses a play-based approach. The 
classroom is full of activity centres that 
cover the Key Learning Areas (KLAs) and 
act as stimuli for the lesson. Children are 
able to move around these play stations in 
the investigation session of the day. These 
“free-choice” activities have been carefully 
chosen by the teacher based on assessments 
of student learning.  Planning the activity 
centres is an important component of the 
model used by the teacher. For example, 
one of the activity centres was related 
to measurement, which was the teacher’s 
current focus. The teacher had included a 
range of measuring tools in this activity 
centre. The children played with the ruler, 
so a subsequent lesson addressed rulers. 
In the lesson, children created rulers 
(long strips of paper) that used informal 
measuring units. They then used their paper 
rulers to measure things – trees (around 
the circumference), play areas, objects 
etc. – and they recorded what they had 
measured.

INSIGHT
The 

schoo
l implem

ented
 a pr

e-sch
ool 

optio
n for

 fam
ilies 

to se
nd t

heir 

childr
en to

 pres
chool

 for 
two 
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eek. 

This 
was 
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 the 
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l and
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 also
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d to
 send
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community

 pres
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for a
noth

er tw
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four 
days 

of pr
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ed in

 a la
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en st
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e sch
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first 
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or 

early
 mathem
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 lear

ning.

PRACTICES
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hool he
lping t

o 
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 for sc

hool

•	Focu
sing on

  

pre-num
ber as 

prepara
tion fo

r 

formal scho
oling

•	Play-
based l

earning
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High Expectations
All of the schools, to varying degrees, had 
embraced an approach where there was no 
tolerance of deficit thinking, but rather one 
where there was a strong articulation of having 
high expectations of students – academically, 
behaviourally, socially, - as well as of the staff. 
Along with having high expectations, there was a 
recognition of a need to have practices that would 
scaffold learners (and teachers) to achieve these 
high expectations.  

There has been a strong theme across the schools 
in the project where there is a marked move from 
deficit thinking to proactively promoting high 
expectations of learners (and staff) along with 
scaffolding to enable those expectations to be met. 
The expectations include academic along with 
social, emotional and behavioural expectations 
of the learners. Schools frequently aligned their 
expectations to those in the national framework 
documents. Other schools actively sought to 
benchmark themselves against schools that 
were mainstream (rather than like schools as per 
NAPLAN).  

INSIGHT
The school has adopted the 

approach of having high expectations 

of learners and teachers. The scope 

and sequence built into the Numeracy 

Portal allows teachers to gain a sense 

of students’ mathematical understanding 

and, consequently, where energies 

need to be directed in order to move 

students forward. The scope and 

sequence also helps teachers to backward 

map: For a student who is struggling, 

the teacher can identify concepts that 

the student needs to understand, and 

can target teaching at the appropriate 

level of mathematics.

INSIGHT
High exp

ectations
 also app

ly 

to the s
taff. All

 staff – 

teachers
, leaders

, and su
pport 

staff – a
re expec

ted to 

have high
 expecta

tions of 

themselves an
d each o

ther, 

and for 
the outc

omes for 

the scho
ol. A cul
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been dev
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hool 
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gh expec
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n 
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 values o
f 

the scho
ol.

INSIGHT
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e of asp
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or 

students
 and tea

chers, al
ongside 

having h
igh expec
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f both 

students
 and sta

ff is par
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work at 
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zero-tole
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deficit t
hinking. 

Staff ar
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im 
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re that 

students
 are 
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 in their

 develop
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PRACTICES

•	 Meeting
 natio

nal be
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•	 Scaffo
lding a

nd mapping
 

expect
ations

•	 Having
 high 

expect
ations

 of le
arners

•	 High e
xpecta

tions 
of beh

aviour

•	 High e
xpecta

tions 
of sta

ff

•	 Scaffo
lding t

eacher
s to e

nact h
igh 

expect
ations
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INSIGHT
Strong support is provided to 

teachers, particularly beginning 

teachers, to excel in their teaching. 

This is often a challenge in small 

remote schools where there are few 

options to withdraw teachers from 

their classrooms due to the inability 

to access relief teachers. At this 

school, the senior teacher and the 

principal work to develop time release 

for teachers to work with others 

(in planning or lesson observations) 

or to attend professional learning 

opportunities and/or mentoring, in 

order to build their capacity to work 

in remote numeracy. 

INSIGHT
The scho

ol was k
een to a

dopt a 

school-w
ide cultu

ral chang
e where 

high 

expectat
ions of s

tudents 
were see

n as 

central t
o the cu

lture of 
the scho

ol. 

In this p
rocess, t

he schoo
l has wo

rked 

to build 
a collabo

rative cu
lture am

ong 

the staf
f – teac

hers, sup
port sta

ff, 

and adm
inistratio

n.  Time has be
en 

allocated
 for staf

f to buil
d their 

learning 
teams – with

in the cl
ass and 

across cl
asses.  T

o develo
p high q

uality 

learning,
 teacher

s have e
mbarked o

n 

a journey
 of asses

sment for 
learning.

 

Strategie
s have b

een deve
loped to

 

monitor st
udent le

arning an
d 

in that 
process, 

develop 

targeted
 interven

tions. 

INSIGHTPrior to building activities 
that will engage learners, 
teachers need to build 
strategies regarding behaviour 

and expectations. One teacher 

described spending her first 
term establishing protocols and 

expectations of behaviour so 

that she would then be able use 

innovative teaching methods. 

INSIGHTThe teachers have a high 
expectation of learners. In class, 
the teachers used terms such 
as “partitioning” to signify to 
the students the mathematical 
processes they were undertaking. 
In the observed class, the teacher 
prompted the students to use the 
terms in order to create a climate 
where use of mathematical language 
was the norm. The teacher has 
shown that the students have 
been able to rise to the challenge 
and have been successful in their 
learning. Moreover, the children are 
engaged with learning – even in 
the last period of the day.

INSIGHTThe ethos of the school now is that 
every child who attends regularly has 
the right to be exposed to a curriculum 
that is appropriate to their year level 
– students in Year 9 should be exposed 
to the Year 9 Curriculum as outlined in 
the Australian Curriculum. The content 
may initially be beyond the students, 
however, developmentally, they are able 
to deal with the cognitive demands 
of the content, and they need to be 
exposed to it in ways that make the 
concepts accessible and can accelerate 
their learning… It is not acceptable to 
offer an impoverished curriculum that is 
developmentally below the student, as 
this can create negative learning. Since 
the school adopted this approach, there 
have been significant gains in both 
mathematics learning opportunities and 
positive behaviours for many of the 
students. In recognition of the fact 
that some students may need more 
support, there has been considerable 
input from curriculum leaders 
to support teachers to develop 
expertise to scaffold student 
learning.
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Leadership
Across the schools, the notion of leadership was 
one that emerged in various forms. There was 
recognition of the vision that was fostered, shared 
and supported through the actions of the leaders. 
Devolved models of leadership were commonplace 
across the schools where structurally the schools 
had built models that enabled the vision of the 
school to be realised. 

Quality Teachers 
Attraction, training and retention of teachers is seen 
as a challenge in many remote schools. Teachers 
are frequently early career teachers, often in their 
first teaching position which comes with the usual 
challenges of induction into the profession along 
with the particular demands of the remote context 
and cross-cultural teaching. Similarly, most teachers 
are not as confident in the teaching of mathematics 
so extra support is required to build confidence and 
competence in these areas. There is often a high 
turnover of staff, with many staff only staying for the 
duration of their contract. The length of the contract 
can vary from region to region but it is often 2-3 
years. Having the best teachers in these schools is 
important so schools have, in recent years, been 
able to be involved in the selection of staff. This 
has enabled schools to select staff who are more 
suitable for the contexts. In school professional 
learning is often the model of supporting teachers in 
their development as teachers.

INSIGHT
There

 is a 
stron

g and
 supp

ortive
 

leader
ship t

eam at t
he sc

hool. 
The 

leader
ship i

s a h
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built 
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There
 is a 

team
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g and

 

also h
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g load

s. Th
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leader
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e role
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 work
 with
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with 
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community
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forms the
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ool. 

INSIGHT
The leadership team has an 

open-door policy so that staff 

all feel welcome at any time to 

meet with any member of the 

leadership team to discuss aspects 

of their work or the operations 

of the school. The leadership 

team proactively seeks input from 

the staff and then acts upon it.  

There are many forums in which 

staff can participate, and indeed 

are expected to participate, so 

staff feel a strong connection and 

ownership of the curriculum. 

INSIGHT
There is c

onsiderabl
e support

 from 

multiple peo
ple within

 the schoo
l. 

A teacher
 can seek 

support fr
om 

the Instru
ctional Le

ader, the 

Assistant 
Principal i

n their ar
ea, 

a Deputy 
Principal, 

the Princi
pal 

or the Co
mmunity Rela

tionships 

Leader.  S
taff felt w

ell suppor
ted 

by all leve
ls of the 

leadership 
team 

and valued
 the open

-door poli
cy of 

the schoo
l whereby

 they cou
ld ask 

anyone fo
r assistanc

e, advice 
or to 

raise conc
erns, and 

know that
 their 

voice wou
ld be hear

d and con
cerns 

addressed.

PRACTICES
•	Strength-based model

•	Building capacity of 
staff

•	Consistency in staffing
•	The right people for 
the right job
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INSIGHT

INSIGHTThe teachers are able to attend professional 
learning activities that will enhance their 
teaching, and there are regular opportunities 
provided by the leadership team for learning 
about current trends in education. The 
professional development can be offered through 
regional-based activities, or through travel to the 
major city, or with consultants coming into the 
school. Being in a regional centre enables greater 
access to professional development than for 
many remote sites. The principal and leadership 
team proactively circulate current research and 
practices among the teachers so that they are 
kept informed and abreast of new initiatives 
in educational practice and thought. Teachers 
reported that they would attend professional 
development activities often being very familiar 
with the content of the PDs because of the 
strong input from the leadership team and 
principal into the development of ideas and 
trends in education.

INSIGHT
Consisten

cy in sta
ff and 

programs is very
 important.

 

Retainin
g staff i

n the sc
hool 

builds a 
strong h

istory of
 what 

works fr
om the pas

t and th
en 

being ab
le to bu

ild on th
is into 

the futu
re. 

INSIGHTThe school has also employed two 
full time staff on the farm, both 
of whom take a leading role in 
the overall design of the farm and 
experiences for the students. The two 

staff members work collaboratively 
having had different orientations 
to farming, e.g. permaculture and 
broad-scale farming. Collectively the 
different views ensure the students 
experience the breadth of approaches 

to farming. Very few chemicals are in 

use at the farm, with a preference 
for students to learn about the 
symbiotic relationships between plants 

and animals. 

The focus at the school has been on teacher 
development. Like many remote schools, 
the school has some staff who have been 
at the school for extended periods of time, 
but most teachers are early career (often in 
their first position) and are transient. This 
means that the school emphasises the need 
for professional learning of staff so that 
they are able to implement the whole-school 
approach and have high levels of teaching 
skills in the teaching of numeracy. Investing 
in teacher development is an investment in 
student learning.

INSIGHTMost of the teachers had been at the 
school for considerable amounts of 
time and were members of the wider 
community. Most lived in the community 
or in the surrounding areas and were 
firmly committed to the region (and 
school). Many of the teachers were 
now teaching the children of their past 
students, bringing familiarity with families, 
the children and their circumstances. This 
helped the school meet the wider pastoral 
and academic needs of the learners; 
in gaining an appreciation of the 
students and their backgrounds 
and in understanding 
effective teaching practices 
in other areas of the school, 
particularly since the school 
was R-12.

INSIGHT
The s

chool 
adopt

s a st
rengt

h-bas
ed 

appro
ach t

o its 
work.

 The 
stren

gth-
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Whole  
School  
Approach
A considerable number of 
schools across the study 
have adopted a whole-school 
approach to the teaching of 
mathematics. It was frequently 
seen that schools had adopted 
a common structure to lessons 
and teachers were expected 
to teach to the model adopted 
by the school. This often meant 
a particular format of lessons 
was used and that for teachers 
to be familiar with the model, 
considerable scaffolds had been 
implemented to ensure the 
adoption of the model.  

INSIGHT

INSIGHTThe school has taken on two programs to 
inform its planning in mathematics. Having 
a common approach across the school has 
enabled the teachers and leaders to focus on 
a consistent and explicit approach to teaching 
mathematics. The staff are aware of the 
priorities in mathematics teaching (e.g. the most 
salient ideas in number) and have a common 
language for which teachers can communicate 
about mathematics learning and teaching.  The 
first is one that is supported by the Dept of 
Education for the state while the other is a 
commercial one. The latter has been carefully 
selected as it is underpinned by an approach 
that is aligned with the philosophy of the 
school approach – investigation, metalanguage, 
interactions, small groups – and creates a 
relatively seamless transition between the 
two approaches. This twinning of resources 
enables teachers to have a consistent and 
common program across the school which is 
seen as significant, given the emphasis on 
having a common and transparent approach 
throughout the school, thus providing 
consistency as new teachers come into 
the school.  While the school emphasises 
number development, the commercial 
program also allows teachers to access 
other strands within the curriculum. 
However, the key motivation for a 
commercial resource was to have a 
consistent and common program across 
the school. 

The school has adopted a number 
of key practices that they have 
implemented across the primary years 
of school (K-6).  The practices are 
built into all mathematics lessons in 
the whole-school approach. Like many 
schools in this study, this school has 
also adopted a timetable where literacy 
occupies the first block of school, then 
numeracy in the second, and the final 
block for all other curriculum areas.  
The high importance of literacy and 
numeracy was seen to be a priority 
for the students. The program remains 
in place for the whole year so that 
students are very familiar with the 
timetable. Lessons involve group work, 
rotations, use of technology, quick pace, 
games and hands-on activities so that 
students will be engaged and so that 
activities can be differentiated to meet 
the needs of each child.

PRACTICES
•	Whole child learning 
sequence•	Mathematics programming

•	Consistency in lessons 
through whole school 
approach•	Consultation and sharing 

with community 

10



INSIGHT INSIGHT

INSIGHTThe consistency of the whole-school 
program and the structure of the 
daily lessons enable students know 
what to expect, so that they do not need to decipher what the teacher intends in a lesson. As a result, students are able to readily engage with the lesson 

and mathematics. The consistent 
approach to mathematics also means that as students progress 
through the year levels, they do 
not have to learn the nuanced behaviours and teaching approaches 
of new teachers. 
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INSIGHT
There is an

 expectatio
n that all 

teachers 

will adopt 
these prog

rams. The init
ial 

startup re
quired all 

staff to u
ndertake 

professiona
l developm

ent in the
 use 

of the pro
grams. The lead
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organised t
he authors

 of the pr
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to conduct
 one-week 

inductions 
for 

staff, whic
h included 

workshops 
on 

the progra
m, working 

with indivi
dual 

teachers, a
nd modelling te

aching with
in 

classrooms. This wa
s an expen

sive 

investment of sch
ool funds b

ut has 

enabled th
e school to

 be versed
 in the 

program. The num
eracy coord

inator 

supports t
he inductio

n of new s
taff 

and the on
going maintenance

 of the 

programs. 

Community consultation prior to the 

rollout of a new initiative is adopted.  

For example, families and teachers 

were concerned that students seemed 

to forget basic skills and facts so the 

Numeracy Coach adopted a school-wide 

program that would help build skills, links 

with the families and numeracy knowledge 

in the home. “The 2-minute challenge” 

was  introduced to families with the 

Numeracy Coach visiting and hosting a 

BBQ to talk with and share ideas with 

the local parents, seeking their input 

and working with them on how best to 

establish the rollout of the program. 

The school developed its own learning sequence 
based on social and curriculum outcomes. The 
curriculum is built to provide seamless transitions 
between the phases of learning. The Learning 
Sequence is supported by an assessment rubric 
that has been agreed to by the whole staff. The 
Sequence allows both teachers and administration 
to see where students are at in terms of their 
learning rather than prescribed year levels.  It also 
allows flexibility in the progression of students.  
For example, if students are in Pre-Primary but 
working above their phase level, they can be 
moved into Grade One so that the teaching will be 
aligned with their needs.  This strategy not only 
extends the child (or meets the child’s needs), it 
also helps teachers in the differentiating of the 
curriculum, as part of the intent is to reduce the 
diversity of the learners within a class cohort, 
thus making planning for learning somewhat more 
efficient for teachers.

The school has also taken a very strategic 
step and increased the contact hours for 
numeracy beyond those recommended by 
the Department of Education. Across the 
primary school sector, numeracy is taught 
in the second block of the day. Maths is 
taught every day for 1 hour, but one day 
per week, every class has a double session 
of maths, making for a total of 6 hours 
of instruction each week. Lessons follow 
a set format but the additional lesson 
allows teachers to undertake sustained 
investigations into particular topics of 
interest or relevance to the students. 
Seeing and modelling the application of 
mathematics to the worlds around the 
students is an important element of the 
double sessions of mathematics. 



Enabled Practices
Employing Aboriginal  
Education Workers  
(AEWs) 
The employment of AEWs across  
the study varied considerably.  
Many of the schools have been  
proactive in the employment of local  
(Indigenous) staff in a range of capacities. 
This has included as co-teachers, support for teachers 
in the classroom, grounds people, office staff and 
so on.  At the same time, schools have offered 
considerable support to the local staff to build their 
capacity as professionals within the school. 

Across the study various terms were used to refer 
to local people employed in the schools to work 
with/alongside the teacher/s. For the purposes of 
reporting here, the acronym AEW has been adopted. 
This refers to Aboriginal Education Workers. To retain 
authenticity with the individual schools, regions, 
systems, the actual terms for AEWs used by the 
schools have been retained in the extracts. 

One of the many strengths that AEWs bring to 
mathematics lessons is their knowledge of the 
local language/s spoken by the students. For 

many of the students, particularly those in remote 
and very remote settings, coming to school and 
learning mathematics in English is an exercise in a 
foreign language. The AEWs’ fluency in the home 
languages of the students is a very valuable resource, 
particularly in the early years where students learn 
mathematics through the medium of English. The 
AEWs are able to scaffold both students and teachers 
in the transition to Standard Australian English. Many 
schools have drawn on the skills and advice of the 
AEWs to build transition programs in the early years 
to support the transition into school, mathematics 
and English as the medium of instruction. Similarly, 
they have a strength in understanding the history 
of the school as many of them have worked at the 
school longer than teachers, they have a very strong 
knowledge of students and community, and have 
a strong knowledge of cultural norms. Collectively 
these strengths can complement the work of the 
teacher and through a team approach can create 
richer classrooms for learning. 

PRACTICES

•	AE
Ws bac

kgrou
nd 

know
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 of s
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nts, 
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re 
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cal p
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•	 Co
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g

•	 Co
nduit

 to c
ommunity

•	 Gr
oup 

work
 lead

ers

INSIGHTThe leadership team gave firm direction 

that the AIEOs were part of the 

teaching situation. The school actively 

employs the skills of the AIEOs so they 

are a partner in the teaching team 

and take an active role in the teaching 

situations. For example, a teacher 

began giving instructions, and the AIEO 

completed them.  When the teacher 

was required to leave the room, the 

AIEO seamlessly took over the lesson. 

The AIEOs also provide contextual 

information that helps teachers and 

administrators manage behaviours and 

understand community/cultural issues 

that may be affecting learning.12



Early-years Language
One of the many strengths that AEWs bring to 

mathematics lessons is their knowledge of the 
local language/s spoken by the students. For 

many of the students, particularly those in remote 
and very remote settings, coming to school and 

learning mathematics in English is an exercise in a 
foreign language. The AEWs’ fluency in the home 

languages of the students is a very valuable resource, 
particularly in the early years where students learn 

mathematics through the medium of English. The 
AEWs are able to scaffold both students and teachers 

in the transition to Standard Australian English. Many 
schools have drawn on the skills and advice of the AEWs 
to build transition programs in the early years to support 

the transition into school, mathematics and English as 
the medium of instruction. Similarly, they have a strength 
in understanding the history of the school as many of 
them have worked at the school longer than teachers, 
they have a very strong knowledge of students and 
community, and have a strong knowledge of cultural 
norms. Collectively these strengths can complement 
the work of the teacher and through a team 
approach can create richer classrooms for learning.

INSIGHTThe school’s recognition of Kriol as a 

language is made explicit for students. 

The school employs a number of AIEOs 

with a key roles to support the use of 

Kriol in the early years. For example, the 

AIEOs and the teachers in the early years 

help develop language-based resources that 

support Kriol and help to build bridges 

between Kriol and SAE. Nursery rhymes 

are translated into Kriol In one class, a 

song “Five fat pies in the <community> 

shop” is sung in Kriol to the tune of 

“Five little ducks went out one day,” and 

children act out the song. This activity is 

led by the AIEO, giving credibility to the 

AIEO as being a valued member of the 

teaching staff.

INSIGHT
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INSIGHTThe AIEOs support teachers by 
partnering with them or working 
with groups, often the low-achieving 

students. In the lower grades, they 

take the lower-level students out for 

one-on-one work, enabling teachers 

to move the rest of the class along. 

The AIEOs all have good literacy and 

numeracy skills so they provide strong 

role models to the students. Many 

have been working at the school 
for long periods and are strongly 
connected to the community. 
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INSIGHT
 

The use of prepositions in mathematics 
is an under-researched area, but it is 
known that many Aboriginal languages 
have limited prepositions in comparison 
with SAE. It is not uncommon for Kriol 
speakers to over-rely on the use of “in” 

as a preposition, which is limiting in relation 
to mathematics. Consequently, opportunities for 
students to build the rich language of prepositions 
are important in their language development. 
Teachers have recognised this and are building 
resources to scaffold language development. In 
one class, the AIEO and teacher have created 
a book that uses Kriol and English to address 
prepositions, and contains photos taken by 
the AIEO of the students using playground 
equipment. For example there are photos of the 
children on the slippery slide, under the climbing 
frame, and inside the cubby house. For each 
photo, the prepositional statement is presented 
in SAE and Kriol. This resource is helpful not only 
because it displays mathematical concepts, but 
also because it allows students to experience both 
SAE and Kriol language. Students see that their 
language is valued and is not a lesser language.Also, 
using photographs of the students helps to build 
students’ and families’ interest.



INSIGHTTeacher aides are often long-standing 

members of the school community 

and respected people within the larger 

community. They are often the longest-

serving members of the school and have 

a key role in the history of the school. 

Building relationships with the teacher 

aide can be useful in learning about the 

history of mathematics teaching in the 

school, what has been successful (or 

not), and building relationships with the 

wider community. Teachers’ aides have a 

strong knowledge of what works in the 

context of the school. It is prudent to 

draw on this wisdom in  
planning for learning.

INSIGHT
In the 
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INSIGHT

INSIGHTAs members of the local community, the 
AEWs speak the home language of the 
students. Often students have difficulties 
in understanding both the language of 
mathematics (specific terms – e.g. square, 
numbers, positional terms etc) and/or the 
ways in which mathematics is conveyed 
to students due to the ways in which 
concepts are embedded in SAE. The AEWs 
work alongside the teachers and undertake 
translation for the students. Where there 
are no terms in the home language, the 
AEWs will use the mathematical term but 
scaffold the explanation in the home language. 
The AEWs often use pictures and/or diagrams 
to assist with the translation of many of 
the mathematics terms, particularly when 
there are not equivalent terms in the home 
language.

The local people have been actively involved 
in the education of their children and 
have been involved in the shaping of the 
school program. The families have sought 
to have programs that reflect Aboriginal 
ways of learning. The school also has 
many long serving staff members, both 
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal, making 
for a very stable teaching and support 
staff.  Local people are a key part of 
the school program, with many classes 
operating with 2-3 teacher aides. While 
the formal structure of schooling may 
employ local people in roles such as aides, 
the school does not differentiate in the 
classroom, and the “aides” are referred to 
as teachers. Not differentiating between 
the staff in the classroom is seen to be an 
important process as it gives credibility to 
the work of all involved in the teaching and 
learning processes. Most the aides have 
been working at the school for many 
years, and have been involved in 
considerable professional development 
so they have an important and 
integral role in the classroom. They 
know how processes work and have 
much experience in working with the 
students.  They bring considerable 
knowledge - school, home, cultural and 
community - to the classroom.  
Local people are provided 
with regular professional 
development to support their 
learning as teaching partners.
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INSIGHT
AEWs serve an important role in 

sharing news about the school with the 

wider community. When they know 

what is happening and can understand 

the teaching process, they are able 

to share information with parents, 

talk about the good things that are 

happening at the school and with 

the children (rather than just talking 

about behaviour) and are able to enjoy 

seeing and sharing students progressing 

through levels. They are also able to 

encourage community participation in 

school events.

INSIGHT
With the con
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ms, the AEW
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the lesson.
 There is o
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partnership
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 and 
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ioning betw

een activiti
es 

in the lesso
ns.

INSIGHT
Each class has an Aboriginal/Islander 

Education Officer (AIEO), all of whom 

are striving towards receiving a tertiary 

qualification. These qualifications range 

from Certificate III to teacher education 

qualifications at university level. One of 

the local women completed her teacher 

education program in Perth and works 

in the school as a teacher, another is 

in her final year, and another has just 

commenced. There is a very strong 

partnership arrangement between the 

teachers and AIEOs. The principal has 

developed a strong culture at the school 

that AIEOs are not disciplinarians and 

that discipline is predominantly the 

responsibility of the supervising teacher.  

INSIGHT

INSIGHTTeacher aides are an integral part of the 
school.  Considerable funds are allocated 
to human resourcing at the school, and 
in many cases, the diversion of funds 
for human support in the classroom is 
a priority over physical resources (such 
as commercial programs). All classrooms 
have at least one teacher aide, and most 
often there are two. Most of the teacher 
aides at the school are Aboriginal people, 
some of whom are local from the area, 
while others have relocated to the school 
from other areas. While this can create 
challenges within the community politics, 
the school has taken a strong leadership 
position to build a culture whereby the 
relationships outside community are not 
to impact on the work of the school. This 
is, in part achieved through the naming 
of teacher aides as “Miss X” rather 
than conferring the community status of 
“Aunty” to the teacher aide. In a diverse 
community such community politics may 
be played out in ways that detract from 
learning.

The role of the teacher aides is to 
provide academic support as much as it 
is supporting the students’ social and 
emotional aspects of learning. The key 
role of the teacher aide is to work with 
the students who are often struggling 
academically in classes. With the support 
of the learning support teacher who 
devises individual maths learning plans 
(see earlier section) for those students 
with diagnosed learning difficulties, the 
teacher aides serve an important role in 
the integration of these students with 
their same-age peers – academically 

and socially. Having a good support 
system within the classroom enables 
the identified students to work 
and learn and thus help to maintain 
quality learning environments 
within the mathematics classroom. 
Teachers collaborate with the teacher 
aides to ensure that they have the 
mathematical knowledge they need to 
help the students.
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Numeracy Coaches
Many terms are used across the schools to refer 
to the role of Numeracy Coach within the school 
– that of a person whose role is largely (or solely) 
to work with the teachers on the implementation 
of the school numeracy plan. The role is quite 
diverse and helps support teachers (particularly 
those new to the profession) to develop a strong 
repertoire of skills in the teaching of numeracy, 
assisting with assessment and intervention of 
students; modelling good practice; providing 
feedback on teaching; assisting with the 
development and implementation of school 
numeracy plans.

INSIGHT

INSIGHTThe school has developed a comprehensive 
support team to develop teachers’ 
Mathematical Pedagogical Content Knowledge 
(MPCK).  This includes a dedicated curriculum 
in the early years (infant K-2) and the 
middle/upper primary (Yrs 3-6); and assistant 
principals who also work across these two 
year levels, and a learning support teacher. 
Collectively the team of leaders work with the 
teachers to implement whole school approaches.  
The middle leadership team works with the 
teachers, and through one-on-one meetings as 
well as in-class support and team meetings, 
teachers are exposed to a variety of learning 
situations where they come to understand 
the approach being taken at the school. This 
knowledge specifically relates to the ways in 
which to best teach mathematics content.  
There is an explicitness around best teaching 
in mathematics in relation to the key number 
concepts that are formative for the school 
program.  For example, teachers learn ways to 
teach place value or counting on and back.  

The school also has a Deputy Principal who 
has a strong background in numeracy and 
offers on-going support to teachers in their 
numeracy planning, assessment and use of 
data. As a teaching Deputy, she also takes 
the mathematics classes for the junior 
secondary sector. An active part of her role 
is to work with teachers by dropping into 
classes to provide support for teachers. The 
current numeracy plan means that the deputy 
can walk into any class and should know the 
content being taught and where teachers 
should be in their overall lesson given the 
structure of lessons that have been adopted 
at the school. In this approach, the Deputy 
is then able to support teachers in the active 
teaching phase of a lesson, or provide targeted 
support if requested by a staff member. For 
example, a teacher may be struggling with 
reflection or the effective wrapping up of a 
lesson that ties in with the intended learning 
of that lesson. With the current approach, 
the Deputy knows the approximate timing of 
a lesson so can be available at a given point 
in a lesson and come into that lesson at 
the nominated time and offer the requested 
support. 
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PRACTICES
•	Numeracy “expert”•	 Supporting teachers in class
•	 Supporting teacher learning
•	 Supporting teachers’ assessment-for-learning skills
•	 Funding numeracy coaches
•	 Strong support for pedagogy
•	 Targeting at-risk  learners
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INSIGHTThe support offered by human resources 
– the Numeracy Consultant and the 
Curriculum Coordinator – is highly valued 
by the staff. Teachers value the easily 
accessible expertise in planning, teaching, 
and assessment. Knowing how well the role 
of Curriculum Coordinator was valued by 
teachers, the principal, in consultation with 
the staff, opted for a funding model under 
which classes were made slightly larger to 
enable employment of one teacher for the 
role of Curriculum Coordinator. This may be 

difficult under the current funding regimes 
and in small schools where there is less 
scope for realigning budgets.

INSIGHT
The school  has taken a coaching 
process to support staff in their 
growth. The staff work one-on-one 
with the coach who will focus on the 
successes of the teacher, along with 
areas of concern. The focus of the 
sessions is as much on the personal 
development of the teachers, as 
their emotional well-being, and their 
performance as a teacher. Building a 
culture of trust across the staff, the 
coaching process has enabled teachers 
to talk through their work and life at 
the school with a sense that they can 
be confident of support  and success. 
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INSIGHT INSIGHTThe Numeracy Continua adopted at the 
school, and the associated assessments, 
requires teachers to undertake interviews 
with the students to monitor their 
understandings and progress. The teachers 
are initially supported so that they are 
familiar with the model and then the 
protocols for assessing learning. Once this 
has been developed, teachers are then 
supported in the interpretation of the 
data and what needs to be undertaken 
to scaffold students to new levels 
of mathematical understandings. The 
Instructional Leader supports the teachers 
with this work until they are comfortable 
with their understandings of the processes.

The school has appointed a Head of Curriculum 
(HoC) for numeracy/mathematics whose role 
is to work with school data – school wide 
data through to teacher data – to identify 
areas of strength and weakness. The HoC for 
numeracy/mathematics uses the data in two 
significant ways – first to examine school-wide 
data to look for trends, and second, to work 
with classroom teachers on how to use this 
data to develop their teaching interventions. 
The data inform teaching and learning to bring 
about informed and targeted teaching. The 
HoC also observes teachers to provide feedback 
on their teaching. They can model lessons to 
the teachers particularly around the model of 
teaching adopted by the school.
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The school has employed an Instructional 
Leader whose role is to work with the 
teachers in numeracy (and literacy). Teachers 
work with the Instructional Leader on the 
overall curriculum documents, as well as 
pedagogy and assessment.  The Instructional 
Leader has a very hands-on role within 
the development of staff by supporting 
teachers’ learning through providing 
professional reading, supporting the teachers 
interpret curriculum documents, working 
with teachers on assessments of students 
and the subsequent interpretation of 
assessments, supporting teachers to develop 
interventions/scaffolding experiences to move 
students forward in their learning; conduct 
model lessons; and to provide teachers with 
feedback on their teaching. 

There is a strong pedagogical focus in the 
role of the numeracy coach. The approach is 
driven by the needs of the teachers, students 
and school. A key feature of the role is to 
support teachers to better understand the 
context of the students and then strategies 
to support learning.  The numeracy coach 
also acts as a broker – bringing in key 
personnel to support teachers in the numeracy 
work – including professional development 
opportunities, sharing opportunities, and 
the introduction of packages to enhance 
learning. The numeracy coach had been able 
to introduce particular programs across 
the school. He has also led the ‘minute 
maths’ challenge initiative in which activities 
are sent home and students work with 
their families to solve the problems. This 
strategy of building links with the homes was 
important for numeracy as it was previously 
felt that parents were happy to do literacy 
activities (such as reading) but less inclined 
to do numeracy activities. The fun activities 
encourage family participation. The numeracy 
coach also writes a piece in the school 
newsletter to help inform families about 
numeracy activities and approaches being used 
at the school.

INSIGHT

INSIGHT

The school employed an Instructional 

Leader whose role is to work with the 

teachers to develop quality programs 

for the students. The role also includes 

working with teachers on their planning 

and assessment, particularly in relation 

to diagnosis and then moving students 

into the next phase of learning.  This 

role has enabled the whole school 

approach to be adopted and a move 

away from text books to the hands-on 

approach that was evident across the 

school. Teachers meet fortnightly in 

their year level clusters (K-2 and 3-6) 

for planning and professional learning. 
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Supporting Teacher Professional Learning
It was commonly noted in the schools that accessing 
professional learning in remote areas was a 
challenge, due to the distance, time and costs.  It 
is a particular challenge when most of the staff 
members are early career teachers – often in their 
first teaching appointment  – so there is substantial 
learning as a new teacher in the profession as 
well as working in a context with which they are 

likely to have had little to no experience. In such a 
context, teachers had to learn the same professional 
knowledge as they would as a teacher in an urban 
setting along with working in remote regions 
in a cross-cultural setting. As such, schools had 
developed a range of strategies to build professional 
learning. This often included access to a numeracy 
coach within the school – someone who had 
expert knowledge in numeracy. Schools had also 

developed many in-school strategies to 
support teacher learning. 

INSIGHT
PRACTICES•	Support for planning for  

early career teachers
•	External experts to support 

teacher learning
•	Professional learning workshops
•	Supporting teachers’ assessment-

for-learning skills
•	Learning teams
•	Peer mentoring
•	Providing teachers with 

professional reading
•	Cultural competence learning
•	Online resources

Where teachers can be provided with 
planning support to cater for the multi-
age, then there is a lot less stress and 
work on the teacher. To this end, there 
has been considerable emphasis at the 
school to support teachers’ planning 
through skill development and through 
external support. Once planning has been 
developed, the teacher is then able to 
focus on teaching rather than planning. 
Teachers have been able to access a 
number of support programs to help with 
planning.  Some of these programs are 
commercially available ones while other 
support has been made available through 
expert teachers who move across schools in 
the region to support the teachers.

19
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INSIGHTAs with most remote schools, the school 
experiences regular turnover of staff. There are 
a few teachers who have served more than two 
years at the school, but currently there are 
five new teachers to the school. Similarly, there 
are many new graduates at the school. The 
professional learning of teachers is important 
to support teachers. The school is trialling 
new approaches, but in the past, there had 
been a lot of in school professional learning 
where teachers were supported by a range of 
mechanisms including:
•	 A Head of Curriculum who worked with 

individual teachers on planning, modelling 
teaching, providing critical (but supportive) 
feedback;

•	 Walk throughs by the leadership team who 
would provide feedback to the teachers 
as well as being very supportive and 
encouraging;

•	 Identifying good practices of the teachers 
during walkthroughs which were then 
shared at staff meetings (by the teacher 
to her/his peers). This recognised the 
good practice but also meant teachers 
could share good practice across the 
school;

•	 Teachers could observe other teachers in 
the classroom to see how they managed 
certain aspects of teaching;

•	 School-led and external support was 
offered to staff, including modelling on 
how to use the resources within the 
classroom;

•	 The School used the strengths of staff 
at the school to support the learning of 
peers; and

•	 The School created a large data bank 
of resources for teachers to use in the 
classrooms and modelled how to use them.

INSIGHTBeing remote, it is often difficult to access 
professional learning activities or have relief 
teachers to cover teachers to undertake 
further learning. Similarly, there is a high 
turnover of staff as is common in remote 
communities. The school community works 
closely to support the learning of all staff. 
One day each week, there are meetings to 
undertake the usual managerial tasks of 
school work, but the school has 
proactively sought to develop a 
Professional Learning Community 
(PLC) and built this into the 
regular meeting timetable. 
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INSIGHTThere is strong and collegial 
support across the school. The 
teachers have created a professional 
learning community, supported 
by the leadership team, to build 
the educative practices around 
mathematics learning. Focussed 
activities and discussions for teachers 
occur, which, in turn, helps to build 
the teaching repertoires at the 
school.
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INSIGHT INSIGHTAccess to personnel to provide input into 
planning was identified by teachers as most 
effective. When the teacher is able to phone 
or email to seek advice on strategies to 
support teaching, this has been invaluable. The 
teachers have found access to ‘in-time’ help 
at particular moments the most beneficial 
tool for their learning to teach mathematics 
effectively. This assistance has been sought and 
provided across a number of areas including 
how to teach a particular concept that the 
teachers identify they have been struggling 
with in terms of their teacher knowledge; how 
to create a teachable moment; or how to 
differentiate particular mathematical concepts 
for the diversity within their classes.

In addition to benefitting from the Numeracy 
Portal and the Curriculum Consultant, teachers 
are also exposed to much professional learning. 
At the start of both Terms 1 and 2, they 
receive a week of PD. Approximately 2 days 
in each PD session is allocated to numeracy.  
The first PD is quite structured, and is aimed 
at inducting staff into the regional group of 
schools.  The second PD is more flexible and 
addresses strategies for teaching and learning. 
It also includes special streams for principals 
and Aboriginal Education Workers (AEWs).

INSIGHTTeachers are supported to adopt 
contemporary practice into their 
repertoire of teaching skills. The 
support offered prior to commencing 
at the school, the induction at the 
school, and the on-going support while 
at the school, assists teachers to learn 
new teaching, planning and assessment 
models that help in the development 
of quality teaching practices.
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INSIGHTTeachers are expected to attend 
regular professional learning sessions 
each fortnight. Particular foci are 
developed for each session with 
significant developments in education 
and research shared with the teachers. 
There are some sessions also offered 
on weekends where teachers are paid.  
The new teachers are encouraged to 
also undertake a graduate teacher 
program offered by the Department 
to help with their transition into 
teaching. 
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INSIGHT

Teachers report that the Numeracy Consultant makes 
an invaluable contribution to their work as teachers and 
has prepared them well. Many models of PD rely on 
a train-the-trainer model that ultimately creates a 
trickle-down effect; in contrast, the school’s use of the 
consultant means that training is not watered down. 
Consequently, despite being in a very remote location, 
the teachers feel that they are at the forefront 
of knowledge and practice in mathematics teaching. 
Furthermore, the role of the Numeracy Consultant 
is for support, and not evaluation, of the teacher. 
The depth of knowledge of the communities of 
the Numeracy Consultant helps the teachers have 
trust in her judgements of what is needed for the 
students.
 

The R-12 approach has potential for sharing of 
data across the school. As the teachers were 
expected to work across the range of year 
levels, it was possible for teachers to liaise with 
other teachers about their experiences with 
curriculum. At one stage, the junior secondary 
teacher had taught maths in the upper primary 
years and had learnt how to teach many of 
the foundational concepts that students are 
expected to have when they enter junior 
secondary. Knowing what and how concepts were 
taught, and being able to recognise any gaps 
and misconceptions when these students entered 
the junior secondary years were key learnings for 
the teachers. The same teacher was also able 
to observe early-years mathematics lessons and 
develop an appreciation of how difficult many of 
the concepts (such as drawing and recognising 
the numeral 6) could be for early learners. 
 

The school has been successful in early-years 
numeracy. The two teachers have developed 
a strong working partnership with the more 
experienced teacher (eight years teaching 
experience in remote education in the local 
area) mentoring the beginning teacher (first 
appointment). Together they have created a 
‘common experience’ between the two classes 
so children are able to experience continuity 
from their preparatory years through their first 
few years of schooling. The strong mentoring 
provided to the recent graduate 
resulted in the beginning teacher 
feeling very supported in her 
transition into the profession, into 
the community and in her role as 
a teacher in remote education. 
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The culture at the school has moved to one of 
learning teams. The teams exist at the classroom 
level, where teachers and the Aboriginal Indigenous 
Education Officers (AIEOs) and Teaching Assistants 
(TAs) meet weekly. In this meeting program, 
the second weekly meeting is for the meeting of 
clusters of teaching teams across the region as 
well as clusters of teaching teams across sectors of 
schooling. Working together on problems, and based 
on data, has seen teachers move their approaches 
to teaching to solving problems.  The administration 
team allocated funds for the establishment of the 
learning teams. Allowing time off teaching for the 
classroom teams meant that teaching staff were able 
to meet to work through issues in the classroom 
and to help support staff to work alongside their 
teachers. Knowing how to teach, plan and assess 
students has created a productive dialogue among 
the learning teams. 

The Numeracy Continua adopted at the school, 
and the associated assessments, requires teachers 
to undertake interviews with the students to 
monitor their understandings and progress. The 
teachers are initially supported so that they 
are familiar with the model and then the 
protocols for assessing learning. Once this has 
been developed, teachers are then supported 
in the interpretation of the data and what 
needs to be undertaken to scaffold students to 
new levels of mathematical understandings. The 
Instructional Leader supports the teachers with 
this work until they are comfortable with their 
understandings of the processes.

Most of the teachers are early-career teachers. 
The Numeracy Portal provides significant 
scaffolding for early-career teachers. The 
diagnostic tests help teachers determine students’ 

levels of mathematical understandings, and 
the Scope and Sequence is invaluable 
in helping teachers plan where to take 
students if they are working well, and how 
to backward map if students are having 
problems. The wide range of activities on 
the portal supports teachers to make good 
choices about how to teach nominated learning. 
Furthermore, the support provided to the 

teachers through the Numeracy 
Consultant and the school-
based Curriculum Coordinator 
enhances their capacity to provide 
quality targeted learning for the 
students.

INSIGHT
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Focused meetings are held to discuss 

innovations in teaching around 

particular topics. Often these had, 

in the past, focused on literacy, but 

the school now focuses on numeracy, 

but more specifically mental 
computation strategies.  At these 

meetings, the numeracy coordinator 

will lead the activities and discussion 

on various strategies for mental 

computation. 
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One important element of the change process 
was being part of a team of collaborators. 
In the remote school context, the teacher 
was able to link in with her peers at other 
schools in the school network through social 
media such as Facebook, where they have 
established an online community for school 
in general and for innovations in teaching. 
The teacher also sought out her peers, 
and will be undertaking further professional 
development in the play-based approach. 
The teacher also visits her peers to see 
how they are working in their respective 
schools. Having this network of peers has 
been an important part of her growth 
and knowledge about what works, what 
she can do, and what should be avoided. 
The peer network has been an important 
part of her feeling confident in managing 
and continuing with the change.

As with most remote, isolated 
schools, accessing professional 
learning is quite difficult if the 
professional learning is conducted 
outside the school.  The school has 
developed practices that support 
teachers and staff through in-
school professional learning. Some 
of these are around cultural 
competencies while others are 
around mathematics.  Upon 
commencing at the school, incoming 
teachers undertake a ‘Connection 
with Country’ workshop that has 
been tailored for the community.  
The school also has its own cultural 
awareness program.  Teachers are 
also trained in working in a context 
where the students speak Aboriginal 
English as their first language and 
the impact of this on learning and 
teaching. Within the school there is 
a number of key local staff who work 
with teachers on cultural competencies 
unique to the country. Formal and 
informal learning opportunities are 
created for staff through 
the expertise of local 
people who provide 
guidance, knowledge, 
advice and support 
for working with local  
students.
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Enacted Practices
Assessment for Learning
Across the schools there was a very strong emphasis 
on assessment for learning. Through the adoption of 
this type of practice, teachers were able to identify 
students’ current levels of thinking and concept 
development and then target teaching to meet the 
specific needs of the learner/s.

25
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Teachers assess students every 5 weeks and 
then plot data against the framework adopted 
by the school. The teachers record student 
performance against the growth points on the 
continua and then use these data to monitor 
growth as well as to provide insights into 
where to take learners from their current 
levels of achievement.  The framework has 
provided teachers with a solid means by which 
to show growth in learning. If a student is not 
progressing in a manner that would be expected 
as shown through the mapping process, then 
further support is provided. This support can 
be for the teacher to help him/her devise 
other activities that will scaffold learning, or it 
may be for the student who may need more 
support. 

Students can show their thinking using their 
fingers to show their numerical work, and 
can use thumbs up or thumbs down to agree 
or disagree with statements. Thus, students 
can demonstrate their knowledge without the 
pressure of having to write their thinking. This 
strategy also allows the teacher to observe 
what students are thinking without the 
students influencing each other’s response.

The teacher kept a daily record of student 
learning. The detailed account took about 
5 minutes to complete for each child and 
documented various aspects of their learning for 
that day. These records were useful for reports 
and for planning the on-going activities for each 
day.  Knowing the students’ needs enabled the 
teacher to create learning opportunities that 
would be provided through the investigations. 
As the class was a small one, the task was not 
onerous but proved to be a valuable teaching 
tool and critical for planning.

PRACTICES
•	Mapping learning regularly and against frameworks

•	Providing feedback to teachers
•	Recording student learning
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Differentiating 
Learning

Every classroom has a significant 
amount of variation in terms of 
students’ levels of learning and 
understanding. There are many 
reasons for this, but it was common 
for teachers to differentiate 
learning so that within a lesson 
teaching activities were quite 
different depending on the students 
needs. Teachers used a wide range 
of practices to differentiate within 
lessons.

PRACTICES
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k
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targete
d 

teachin
g
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One of the strategies used by the teachers is a 
school-developed number book. The book focuses 
on number strategies of counting on and counting 
back, and then identifying numbers that are so 
many ahead or behind a “magic number”. The 
magic number along with the counting forward/back 
starting points are selected by the teacher so that 
they align with the numeracy needs of the learner. 
The use of the number book means that all 
students in the class are doing the same work but 
it is targeted for individual learners. The counting 
forward/counting back strategy is undertaken 
through a grid of ten squares in two rows. The 
teacher writes a number in one square in each 
row, appropriate for the student’s needs, and 
then the student writes the numbers before 
and after the given numbers. At the bottom 
of the page, students are given a magic 
number, and are asked questions such as:
•	 What is the number that is 7 more than 

your magic number?
•	 What is the number that is 8 less than 

your magic number?
•	 What is the number that is 10 bigger 

than your magic number?
•	 What is the number that is 10 

smaller than your magic number?

Teachers seek to differentiate their 
teaching to meet the needs of the 
students but without drawing attention 
to the differentiated learning experiences. 
Often a lesson commences with the 
teacher introducing a topic so that the 
task – for example, splitting numbers 
– may be revision for some while for 
the younger students it may be the 
introduction to the topic. During an 
observed lesson, the younger students 
undertook multiplication of two-digit 
numbers by a single digit number, thus 
reminding the older students of the 
strategy to be used. The younger students 
then went to their desks and worked on 
problems while the teacher then worked with 
the older students who did three-digit by 
two-digit multiplication using the splitting 
strategy. In lessons of this type, the teacher 
aide will work with one 
of the groups, while the 
teacher works with the 
students in a more direct-
teaching role.  Students 
are also actively encouraged 
to assist one another.
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iPads have been an important part 
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ay be similar for the 

whole group, but
 then in the wor

k phase 

of a lesson, teach
ers will different

iate the 

learning by cluste
ring students in 

groups 

according to thei
r needs.
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Developing a Strength in 
Number
Across the study, there was some diversity 
in the focus of mathematics teaching and 
learning. However, a number of schools had 
been proactive in focusing on the study 
of number as they felt that proficiency in 
this area of mathematics was essential 
and would flow to other strands of the 
mathematics curriculum. In part, this 
rationale stemmed from a belief that 
community life was very different from 
mainstream, urban settings where 
numbers were a rich part of the daily 
lives of students. This was often not 
the case in remote communities so 
the emphasis on number study and 
an automaticity with numbers drew 
from this belief. 

INSIGHTINSIGHT Students then move to their desks where 
they undertake a further exploration 
of number work related to counting on 
and counting back. These activities are 
undertaken on a large A3 print out that is 
standard format. This task is divided into 
quadrants with a central number (which 
the teacher writes, and which depends on 
each student’s level of mathematical skills). 
The students then use manipulatives to 
work through the various elements of the 
activities, which include: 
•	 Writing the number in words
•	 Writing a way to make the number 

(represented by 0 + 0 = )
•	 Drawing the number
•	 Writing the number before and the 

number after
•	 Counting forward and backward from 

their number on a number line. 
In the observed lesson, the numbers ranged 
from 11 to 371 depending on the learning 
needs of the individual student. The teacher 
provided scaffolds for the students that 
included counting frames, place value cards, 
counters, and number lines.

In line with the school’s focus on developing 
skills, knowledge and dispositions towards 
learning number concepts, since these are 
seen as fundamental to mathematics, there 
is a very strong emphasis in the teaching of 
key number concepts. In various literature 
in mathematics, key number concepts are 
often referred to as the “big ideas”. While 
focusing on key ‘big’ ideas of the number 
strands, the teachers incorporate a number 
of strategies within their teaching. Rather 
than rely on commercial resources, teachers 
draw on items from the natural environment 
– gum nuts, stones, or similar items found 
in the community, at home and in school. 
Furthermore, family members may learn to 
make use of these ‘found materials’ with 
their children at home. It is felt that the 
use of such resources incorporates objects 
that have relevance to the students and 
helps to create bridges between the home 
and school.  It is also an integral part of 
the teaching process to have an open-ended 
approach to the teaching of number whereby 
there are multiple (and varied) pathways to 
achieve the same outcome. 
28

PRACTICES
•	 Consolidation and fluency with number 

•	 Supporting teachers’ knowledge of 
number strand •	 Plotting and managing students’ 
number understanding•	 Counting on and counting back

•	 Big ideas in number•	 Counting / place value / operations
•	 Mental maths•	 Revision/consolidation of number 
knowledge•	 Building home number knowledge

•	 Mapping and plotting success in number



INSIGHTINSIGHT There is an emphasis placed on the students 
regularly practicing number skills. Teachers 
explicitly stress the need for the students to 
have automaticity and fluency in basic number 
skills (counting, operations and place value) 
so that they are able to be competent in 
the worlds beyond the school and community.  
Each day, the upper years have drills in 
mental maths with students practicing mental 
maths activities and drill in number activities. 
Students are timed and then peer marked. 
Students record their scores and track against 
their personal scores so that they can seek to 
improve. 

The school has adopted continua of learning 
in numeracy against which students are 
mapped. The continua is based on the big 
ideas in number (whole number, addition 
and subtraction; multiplication and division; 
fractions and decimals; and patterns 
and algebra) and working mathematically 
(communicating, problem solving and 
reasoning). The teacher will work with 
students, usually in a one-on-one situation 
to identify (and monitor) student learning. 
Depending on what the student can achieve, 
then the teacher will devise strategies to 
support learning into the next concepts 
within that sequence of learning.
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INSIGHT

INSIGHT
INSIGHT
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Consolidating learning in the early 
part of the mathematics lessons 
helps students remember concepts, 

reinforces their understanding and 
success, and helps to orientate for 

the remainder of the lesson. The 
consolidation of number concepts – 

number, operations and place value – 

help to build on-going understandings 

and embed concepts in long-term 
memory.
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INSIGHTTeachers employ many resources to 

teach number. Games using cards and 

dice are particularly popular given 

the community’s familiarity with the 

resources.  However, many other 

number activities are available through 

the vast array of resources in the 

library. Local teachers receive some 

workshops on how to best use the 

resources in their classrooms.
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INSIGHT

INSIGHT

INSIGHT

INSIGHT

INSIGHTThere are many differences between the home, 
community and school in terms of numeracy 
practices, and the impact that this can have on 
the retention and automaticity with number 
(facts, place value, operations, etc), mathematics 
lessons places a priority on developing strength in 
number study. Lessons begin with number facts 
and are targeted for each student. Many strategies 
are used as much for diversity in experiences as for 
catering for student needs. Drawing on assessments 
of students, the activities will appear to have a 
sameness to them for the class but each activity 
will be different based on student assessments.  This 
approach keeps the class together as a whole so that 
no shame is created for students, but also meets 
individual students’ needs. For example, students 
might be making the largest number using a deck 
of cards. Differentiation occurs when one student 
might be doing two digit numbers, another 4 digit 
numbers, while another might be using decimals.  
Similarly, students may be using dominoes 
with some students counting the dots, some 
recording the dominoes on paper and counting 
how many and making an addition sentence 
using numbers (not dots) while another 
student/group might be doing multiplication. 
From a class perspective, it appears that 
they are all using dominoes and unaware of 
the differentiation that has occurred. 

Across the school, there is a strong emphasis 
on the big ideas in number - counting, 
number recognition, and early arithmetic 
strategies in the early years (infants) and 
extending into place value in the middle/upper 
primary years.  The framework used by the 
school is one developed by the Department 
of Education. It is a comprehensive document 
that teachers use to provide a standard 
framework across the school. Students are 
tested regularly (every 5 weeks) but also 
monitored consistently through informal 
strategies. The students’ success is 
plotted against the continua, whereupon 
teachers can identify what the students 
next need to achieve. This framework has 
provided a common platform across the 
school against which teachers are able to 
plot student growth, and plan for future 
teaching. It provides a common language for 
teachers to discuss mathematics 
teaching and learning, along 
with students’ learning and 
intervention.

Place value was a very challenging 

aspect of the learning of number. 

The teachers throughout the 
school focus considerable teaching 
on place value, making explicit to 

the students that knowing how 
numbers work is important for 
their learning of mathematics.
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INSIGHT

INSIGHT

INSIGHT

In the early years, the focus of the 
lesson begins with consolidation of number 
work, along with work that has been 
previously undertaken. This is usually a 
quickly–paced revision of previously taught 
work.  By revising concepts regularly, 
students are able to refresh their learning. 
It also has benefit for students who may 
have been absent for that work. This 
process helps to consolidate learning for 
those who have been present and reinforce 
learning for those for whom the content 
may be new. The teacher then moves 
into focused teaching of the concept. The 
teacher also provides the learning intent 
along with the success criteria by which 
students can judge their learning so 
that the intent of the lesson is very 
explicit for the students. This helps to 
orientate the learners for what is being 
taught and what they need to do in 
the lesson.

Teachers are well supported by 
the curriculum leaders in their 
development of how best to teach 
mathematics - particularly number 
and place value.  Using a model (a 
numeracy continua) for identifying 
where students’ thinking lies on 
that continua, allows teachers to 
understand what a student knows 
and where they need to be moved 
to in terms of their thinking.  
Teachers are exposed to ways of 
interpreting and using student 
data to build and extend students 
learning.

In the early years there is a strong 
emphasis on counting fluency, 
including counting on, counting back 
and skip counting. This is seen to help 
students to build a familiarity with 
numbers (recognition and writing) and 
the aural patterns of counting, as well 
as develop a fluency with numbers. 
In the middle and upper years, the 
number line is represented around the 
classroom perimeter (up to 1,000,000) 

so that students can 
use this as a reference 
when working with 
numbers.



Group Work
By far, most of the schools in the study used 
group as a means of organising classrooms. The 
structure of the groups may vary within lessons 
and across schools. It was seen to be a very 
useful method for catering for the diversity 
within a classroom. 

PRACTICES
•	 Group work for working in language
•	 Heterogeneous/homogeneous grouping
•	 Grouping by attendance and behaviour
•	 Organising groups work and group 

rotations
•	 Peer teaching through group work
•	 Targeting teaching through group work
•	 Using ICTs or iPads in maths rotations
•	 Teaching students to work in groups
•	 Whole-Group-Whole teaching model
•	 AEWs and group work
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INSIGHT
INSIGHT

 
 
In some classes, 
different groups appeared to 
work on the same activities, however, the 
activities were modified for the individuals 
within the group. For example, in one 
teacher-led group, a group of students was 
seated around a table with a large number of 
items (brightly coloured plastic cars/trucks/
trains). This group was asked to count out 
items, and record the number of items on a 
whiteboard. Robust counting strategies were 
evident in some students and easily noted 
by the teacher. In other cases, one-to-one 
correspondence was not evident resulting in 
miscounting of objects. The teacher was then 
able to intervene and address the learning. The 
second group to do this activity was given a 
more complex task. They were asked to count 
out some items and then another subset of 
items. The teacher recorded these instructions 
on the small whiteboard as an addition task (5 
+ 2) and then asked how many items there 
were altogether. The teacher also scaffolded 
the students on how to best represent their 
collections – placing them in a line made them 
easier to count, and placing them in pairs made 
them easier for skip counting. 

INSIGHT

Group work in the numeracy lessons is not for 
the purpose of collectively working on activities; 
rather, the groups are designed to homogenise 
the group so that the group member are 
working on tasks that are targeted to their 
learning needs. The students work individually 
on these tasks. The groups reflect the diversity 
within a class. In many classrooms, one group 
works on a hands-on activity, as teachers 
feel that the students enjoy using hands-on 
activities for the learning. Another group works 
on a targeted mathematics activity, often 
working with the teacher, and another group 
undertakes a focused maths activity working 
on their own or with a teacher. The activities 
vary and are determined by the teacher.

The group work consists of rotations that 
change every 15 minutes. The tasks in the 
groups are designed to keep the students 
engaged and are hands-on activities or game-
type activities. This helps to keep the students 
engaged with the activities.
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INSIGHT

INSIGHT

INSIGHTThe school has adopted a system of grouping 
students by attendance, behaviour and 
achievement. There is considerable diversity 
across the student cohort in the areas of 
attendance, behaviour and achievement (all of 
which impact on each other). By clustering 
students in groups that may be more 
homogenous, the school is seeking to provide 
classrooms for students who are working 
at or close to their age-appropriate year 
level in order to meet their learning needs. 
For students who may have gaps in their 
learning or who need support (in education 
or behaviour), the classrooms will meet their 
needs without impacting on those students 
who are more advanced in their learning 
progression. In essence the school is seeking 
to reduce the variability within classes so 
that high achievers’ needs are met, students 
with additional learning needs are met, and 
students with behavioural needs are also met. 
In this approach, there is considerable room 
for negotiation with each learner’s needs 
which will in turn improve learning outcomes.

The diversity within the classrooms meant that 
teachers tended to group students according to 
their levels of mathematical achievement. This 
worked well as students could work with others 
on a commensurate level. The teacher aides 
both had good levels of knowledge in terms 
of curriculum, and with the support of the 
teacher prior to the lesson, were able to work 
with small groups on targeted teaching. Working 
with the teacher aide prior to the lesson 
enabled the aide to feel confident in what she/
he would be teaching to the students. 

There is considerable diversity within classes 
as with most remote schools.  Class sizes are 
kept small with at least one AEW in each 
class. Students are organised in groups, usually 
heterogeneously, so that students can support 
each other. The mixed level approach is also 
underpinned by a belief that students can 
vary in their strengths, so that at any time 
different students can show their strengths 
within a group. It is also seen that whole group 
teaching does not allow for this peer tutoring 
or different strengths approach to emerge. 
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INSIGHT

Within each classroom there is a wide 
diversity, so teachers adopt a whole-group-
whole approach to their teaching.  The 
initial “whole” group is an orientation to 
the lesson so that there is a consistency 
to the lesson. The teacher introduces the 
topic, and targets questioning to the levels 
of the students. Students then break 
into smaller groups that are targeted for 
their learning levels on the nominated 
concept.  In classes, there could be as 
many as five groups operating given the 
diversity of levels. The teacher often works 
with one focus group in the teaching of 
a concept. With five groups, it enables 
the teacher to ensure that he/she will 
work with each group over the week in a 
teaching episode. Computer assisted learning 
features in the classroom so the teacher 
monitors the activities that the students 
should be engaged with.  Students enjoy 
working on the computer, and engage 
with the activities. A group will be taken 
by the teaching assistant who is often 
an Aboriginal person.   The final “whole” 
group session is a reporting back where 
students are required to talk through their 
work, and their thinking thus encouraging 
students to develop a meta-language of 
mathematics. The talking “about” and 
“through” mathematics was seen to be 
a very important strategy used by the 
teachers given the language background of 
the students.

Because translation between English and 
Kriol can take considerable cognitive 
load, teachers allow students to talk 
mathematically in Kriol. This makes for 
noisy classrooms, but the teachers are 
comfortable with the noise level, as it is 
obvious that the students are on task. 
If AIEOs are in the class, they work 
with the small groups using Kriol to help 
clarify meaning and expectations.  Being 
confident to let students talk in home 
language requires the teacher to provide 
mathematical activities that the students 
find engaging and enabling so 
that they are motivated to 
work on them, and remain 
on task. This is often 
through the use of two-
way resources.
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The approach taken in mathematics 
lessons is usually around small group 
rotations. These can be levelled or 
multi-levelled groups. One of the 
tasks within the group is for students 

to talk through (with their peers) 
the strategies that could be used.  
Through peer-tutoring within the 
group, as students talk about their 
personal strategies, other students can 

input, discuss, evaluate and revise the 

strategies that have been used within 

the group.
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Language Strategies
Across the study, most schools made some 
reference to, and had developed practices that 
focused on issues of language. Most remote 

and very remote communities speak a home 
language different from that of the language 

of instruction. Some students come to school 
speaking a number of languages – fluently – but 
not Standard Australian English. When considered 

alongside the fact that mathematics has many 
features of being a language of its own, then 

coming to learn mathematics is as much about the 
mathematics per se as the language.   

INSIGHTAll lessons include one group that 
work on ICT of some sort whether it 

is computers or iPads.  This helps to 

engage students in an activity that is 

fun, focused and familiarises them with 

ICT uses. It is often the case that the 

only time the students use ICTs is at 

school, so there is a strong emphasis 

on the productive use of ICT/mobile 
technologies in the classroom. It is also 

the case that this rotation activity 
helps to build independence in 
learning since there is no 
adult supervision for this group.

INSIGHT

INSIGHT
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There is usually 45 minutes of whole 
class teaching focused on a particular 
concept or strand.  The class will then 

break into groups for approximately one 

hour, with 15 minutes for each group 

activity.  The teacher is most likely to 

work with the group working on a given 

number topic - often place value as this 

frequently requires direct teaching input. 

The level of the content of the teacher’s 

group will be dependent on the needs of 

the learners - as a group or individually.  

Time is allocated at the end of a lesson 

for reflection and discussion on the 
strategies used by the students.

PRACTICES•	 Vocabulary pre-loading•	 Creating resources to teach the 
“little words”•	 Explicit references to code  
switching and differences•	 Using pneumonic devices to 
support meta language learning 
in maths

•	 Deconstructing word problems

•	 Word investigation
s 

•	 Word walls

•	 Meta language and
 mathematics 

concepts/process
es

•	 Modelling mathematics language 

use

•	 Using visual disp
lays to illustrate

 

mathematical terms

•	 Communicating mathematically

35
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INSIGHTWith the move towards more problem-based mathematics 
questions, there is a greater need for students to be able 
to decode word problems and decipher the meaning and 
mathematical processes needed to be able to correctly 
answer questions.  Based on Newman’s model, teachers 
use a five step process to specifically teach students how 
to solve word problems. This includes both the literacy 
and numeracy demand of the question.

Steps Example
1. Read the problem: 

students read the problem 
as a group or whole class.  
Words are discussed as to 
how they are said, or what 
they mean.

Read the problem:  
Can the students  
read the words?
Mary went to the 
supermarket and  
bought 5 apples and  
6 pears. How many  
pieces of fruit were  
in her basket?

2. Decipher the meaning of 
the question: collectively 
(small groups or whole 
class), the class discusses 
what the question is 
actually asking of them. 

What is the question asking 
you to do? Can the students 
make sense of what the 
question is asking them to do?
We have to work out how 
many pieces of fruit are in 
the basket.

3. Identifying what the 
mathematical processes 
involve in order to solve 
the question/problem: as a 
group, there is discussion 
with regard to what the 
mathematical demands are 
in relation to the question 
and how the question could 
solved. E.g. Identification 
that this is the addition 
of the two numbers in the 
word problem.

So, what do we need to 
do to find out the answer?  
Can the students identify 
the mathematical process 
required?
We need to add how many 
apples and how many pears 
there are altogether.

4. Undertaking the 
mathematics that is 
needed to calculate the 
response that is required. 
Here the students actually 
do the mathematics that 
is required. (Adding he 
two numbers to find the 
result).

So, how do we do that?
    5 + 6
Various strategies could be 
used – such as counters, 
fruit, counting on, etc. 
depending on what the 
students have been doing or 
how they prefer to work.

5. Constructing the correct 
response for the answer. 
What was the question 
asking about - finding out 
how much fruit was in the 
basket? , So the answer 
needs to be ‘x’ pieces of 
fruit. 

So what do we have? 11, 
but 11 what?
Need the  
students to be  
able to interpret  
what the 11  
means – in this  
case, 11 pieces  
of fruit. 

INSIGHTThe teachers at the school model the use of SAE in class and expect that students will answer questions in full sentences using SAE. Students tend to provide single-word answers, so teachers model the response and ask the students to repeat the response. Most teachers have adopted the wrist bands that are commonly used in the regional schools – the black band refers to SAE, and the orange band refers to Kriol. Teachers point to the bands to draw students’ attention to the language they are using, or to remind them to speak in SAE.
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When working in small groups, 
teachers model SAE and 
appropriate responses. Some 
students tend to respond 
to questions with one-word 
answers. For example, when 
asked to identify the colour 
of their toy tweezers, some 
children responded with only 
the colour name. The teacher 
then scaffolded the appropriate 
response: “My tweezers are …”
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INSIGHTIn a Year 1 mathematics lesson on 
comparatives, the students were 
scaffolded in the use of comparative 
words. Although words such as 
“bigger,” “smaller,” “taller,” 
and “shorter” may be familiar 
to students, other words such as 
“wider” appeared to be less familiar. 
Teachers worked with the students 
to draw attention to the words and 
use more familiar words to develop 
understanding. The new words were 
incorporated into the discussion and 
then reinforced.

INSIGHTIn small groups, students are given problems to solve. As part of the problem solving 
process, students also undertake a process to build their mathematical vocabulary. This 
process involves the students highlighting words in the problem that they may not 
understand and then entering these words into a table such as the one below. In this 
process the student identifies their familiarity (or not) with the word. They then create 
a meaning for the word as to what they think it means before looking the meaning up in 
a dictionary.

Word I have never 
seen this word 
before

I have seen this 
word before

I think it means 
... because ...

Expert definition 
(taken from 
dictionary)
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There is a strong recognition among the 

staff that students should be exposed 
to a rich curriculum and vocabulary in 
mathematics. Consequently, teachers 
promote the use of mathematical terms 

so that students become familiar with 
the formal register of mathematics. 
For example, the terms “numerator” 
and “denominator” are used; pneumonic 

devices (such as “Ned sits on the 
donkey”) are used to help students 
remember and make connections between 

these abstract terms. Teachers scaffold 
students so that they can engage with 
the content and language of  
mathematics.
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INSIGHT

The use of prepositions in mathematics is 
an under-researched area, but it is known 
that many Aboriginal languages have limited 
prepositions in comparison with SAE. It is 
not uncommon for Kriol speakers to over-
rely on the use of “in” as a preposition, 
which is limiting in relation to mathematics. 
Consequently, opportunities for students 
to build the rich language of prepositions 
is important in their language development. 
Teachers have recognised this and are building 
resources to scaffold language development. In 
one class, the AIEO and teacher have created 
a book that uses Kriol and English to address 
prepositions, and contains photos taken by 
the AIEO of the students using playground 
equipment. For example there are photos 
of the children on the slippery slide, under 
the climbing frame, and inside the cubby 
house.  For each photo, the prepositional 
statement is presented in SAE and Kriol. 
This resource is helpful not only because it 
displays mathematical concepts, but also 
because it allows students to experience 
both SAE and Kriol language. Students see 
that their language is valued and is not 
a lesser language, but is different from 
the language spoken at school. Also, using 
photographs of the students helps to build 
students’ and families’ interest.

The use of Standard Australian English 
(SAE) in mathematics is a key focus 
within the whole-school approach – in 
mathematics and across all learning areas. It 
is recognised that learning and performance 
can be affected by levels of SAE, so 
explicit teaching of SAE is undertaken. 
Teachers refer to the language being spoken 
by a student – “That is great Aboriginal 
English (AE), but can you say that in 
Standard Australian English?” – and 
then the teacher might model the 
SAE.  Teachers also wear coloured wrist 
bands – one to represent AE and the 
other to represent SAE. Teachers point 
to the appropriate wristband so that the 
student is aware of the code that the 
teacher would like the student to use. 
This helps to keep the lesson moving in the 
desired direction without taking focus away 
from what is being discussed 
or taught. Through the subtle 
but overt reference to language 
use, students recognise the 
need to code switch and to 
use SAE when necessary.
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INSIGHT INSIGHTHaving students articulate how they 
went about solving problems demands 
that they are able to talk through a 
range of mathematical concepts and 
processes and in doing so, develop an 
explicit awareness of the metalanguage 
of mathematics. For example in 
undertaking multi-digit addition, a 
common error is for students to line 
the numbers up from the left hand side. 
Specific talk about place value and what 
the 3 in 36 represents (i.e. 3 tens), 
then leads students to see the point in 
the strategy of lining columns up from 
the right hand side. The approach taken 
seeks to remove rote strategies (such as 
using a hundreds, tens, one frame) but 
for the students to see the purpose in 
having the tens in the tens column.

Modelling of the correct use of mathematical terms 
was constantly emphasized in lessons. The approach 
taken by the teachers was light-hearted so that the 
students could engage with the language demands. 
For example, in a lesson on exponential numbers, 
the students were being introduced to the index 
laws. In the lesson, the students were expanding 
notation of operations. In that process, they needed 
to articulate the expansion of 43 so they needed to 
explain to the teacher that he needed to write 4 
three times so he wrote 4x3 to which they said was 
not right. The negotiating of their language with his 
responses meant that language had to be refined to 
the appropriate mathematical terms. Throughout 
this process, there was a constant need to refer to 
the multiplicative process, which for many of the 
students, the term “times” would be used. Each 
time this term was used, the teacher would look at 
his watch and say the time. He would, consistently, 
remind them that the proper term is multiplication 
rather than times.
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Lesson Planning
Closely aligned to other practices noted 
in this report, there are many schools that 
have adopted a whole school approach to 
lesson planning. Often schools have dedicated 
periods of time for learning mathematics – 
most often this was the second session of the 
day (with literacy being the first session). The 
duration of lessons varied depending on the 
school timetable. Some schools have dedicated 
two hours each day to numeracy.  Whatever 
the time allocation, there were many schools 
that have adopted a standard plan for teaching 
mathematics. The rationale for this approach 
was two-fold. First it gave a common approach for 
teachers to follow and hence better support could 
be offered. It also meant that the standard model 
across a school allowed students transparency in 
terms of what to expect in a given lesson. This was 
seen to be very positive as it meant that there was 
less time wasted on trying to second-guess lessons, 
and thus enabled students to engage more readily.

Models for Mathematics – 
Trajectories for Learning Maths
To provide some guidance as to how best organise 
learning in mathematics, schools have adopted 
a model to help teachers plan learning. The 
models provide a scheme that maps out learning 
pathways or trajectories so that teachers are able 
to plot students’ current understandings of various 
concepts (such as number, counting, place value, 
etc.) and then have some idea of what the next 
concepts are that can be taught. In some models, 
there are learning trajectories or pathways such 
as scope and sequences, assessment tools so that 
students can be plotted against the pathways, 
teaching ideas to move students forward, and tools 
for diagnosing learning. Teachers reported that use 
of such models helped in their planning by providing 
a solid framework for their teaching.

Having a clear curriculum provides teachers with 
a pathway for learning and a structured program 
across the school. This reduces duplication 
and keeps the focus on the learning needs for 
progression.  The program also provides a catalyst 
for professional discussions among the staff.

INSIGHT

PRACTICES•	Mathematics: “Where are they now, 
where to next?”

•	Using the National Curriculum for 
age-appropriate learning

•	 Identifying key learning points
•	Matching students against the 

learning trajectory
•	 Mapping progress and growth
•	Supporting new teachers
•	 Whole school trajectory
•	  Whole of region approach
•	 Developing a shared language and 

whole of school approach

Students come to the school from 
all regions across the state. Some 
students have attended school 
regularly and have achievements 
that are expected for their age. 
However other students may come 
to the school with very low levels 
of literacy and numeracy.   After 
commencing at the school, although 
they may not achieve benchmark, 
these students often show gains and 
considerably more growth than would 
be expected for a given year. As part 
of the overall program, the goal is to 
ensure that the students will be able 
to perform well in work and in life, 
so literacy and numeracy are priority 
areas.  Rather than draw on the 
National Curriculum, the school draws 
on the Western Australian Certificate 
of Education (WACE) curriculum to 
structure the learning outcomes since 
many of the students are well below 
benchmark.  Most do not pass the 
OLNA (Online Literacy and Numeracy 
Assessment) test at the end of Year 10, 
requiring particular numeracy programs to 
be developed across the senior secondary 

years. The WACE curriculum 
allows for 8 levels of 
achievement that form 
the basis of the numeracy 
curriculum. 
•	Mathematics Preliminary 

1, 2, 3, and 4 
•	Mathematics Foundations 1, 

2, 3 and 4.
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INSIGHT INSIGHTThe learning sequences are targeted for 
individual students so it is not expected to 
describe students holistically but rather to 
describe the learning outcomes for various 
levels. It is anticipated that students may 
be at different levels for different areas of 
the (maths) curriculum.  Such a process 
allows teachers to celebrate/document/
describe student achievement as well as 
assigning students to learning experiences 
that match their needs, including 
grouping students (homogenous as well as 
heterogeneous) for learning experiences. 
Assessments are made at 5 week intervals 
and recorded into a school system that 
can be accessed by other teachers and the 
school administration team. 

The school has adopted continua of 
learning in numeracy against which 
students are mapped. The continua is 
based on the big ideas in number (whole 
number, addition and subtraction; 
multiplication and division; fractions and 
decimals; and patterns and algebra) and 
working mathematically (communicating, 
problem solving and reasoning). The 
teacher will work with students, usually 
in a one-on-one situation to identify (and 
monitor) student learning. Depending on 
what the student can achieve, then the 
teacher will devise strategies to support 
learning into the next concepts within 
that sequence of learning.
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The teachers use a range of 
mathematics/numeracy tests to 
identify the current levels of 
their students’ performance. Using 
a growth points approach, the 
teacher identifies where students 
are working and then how to move 
the student towards the next 
growth point. Each student has an 
individual learning plan but there are 

some students who may be different 

in age, but will be working on the 
same levels. 
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INSIGHTThe portal allows teachers to record 
students’ achievement of assessment 

tasks. If a student has successfully 
completed an assessment task, that 
task is shaded green; red shading 
indicates that the student has not 
successfully completed that task. 
This creates a visual map that allows 

teachers to readily see student 
progress.
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Beginning teachers often experience a 

sense of urgency regarding the teaching 

of mathematics and feel that they 

lack deep knowledge. The Numeracy 

Consultant encourages the teachers 

to break down mathematics concepts 

so that they can work incrementally 

and progressively build students’ 

understandings. This has been invaluable 

for the teachers since there is 

considerable diversity in the classes.
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In schools that have significant attendance 
issues there is a tendency for some teachers 
to provide students with a curriculum that 
is significantly below students’ current 
year level. Trying to cater to students 
who are sporadic attenders often results 
in repetitive lessons and lower expectations 
for the whole class.  The ethos of the 
school now is that every child who attends 
regularly has the right to be exposed to 
a curriculum that is appropriate to their 
year level – students in Year 9 should 
be exposed to the Year 9 Curriculum as 
outlined in the Australian Curriculum. 
The content may initially be beyond 
the students, however, developmentally, 
they are able to deal with the cognitive 
demands of the content, and they need to 
be exposed to it in ways that make the 
concepts accessible and can accelerate their 
learning.

The levels of the sequence are shown using 
colours, rather than numbers. As students 
achieve learning outcomes identified in a 
particular level, they are able to move 
to the next level. Within a level (or 
colour), there are particular ‘hot spots’ 
that are seen to be important. Students 
may struggle within a level but priority is 
given to the ‘hot spots’ which are critical 
to moving into the next level so teachers 
will spend time focussing on achieving the 
particular concepts. For each level, the 
school has identified a content description 
(that is taken from the National 
Curriculum) and elaborations. For a given 
colour level, a more detailed description is 
provided on the elaboration that is explicitly 
tied to the context at East Kalgoorlie, 
including links with the cultural context of 
the students. The school also outlines the 
resources (concrete and digital) that are 
available to the teachers to support the 
development and teaching of an elaboration.  
The sequence also provides assessment advice 
to teachers on how to assess an identified 
outcome.

The school uses the Literacy and Numeracy 
Profile (LNP) (adapted to more 
comprehensively suit the school’s longitudinal 
data collection needs). The LNP contains 
a database for local government schools to 
use to record student data. Teachers are 
expected to assess their students each term 
and enter data into the database. The 
database allows teachers to access student 
data when new students arrive from other 
schools. Consequently, teachers are able to 
create programs for such students much 
more quickly than prior to the use of 
the profile, when they had to assess the 
student and then develop a program of 
teaching to that student’s needs.

By systematically following  a whole school 
numeracy scope and sequence together 
with the careful monitoring of targeted 
interventions it has been found that the 
stable cohort of students at the school are 
now at or above the National Minimum 
Standard in NAPLAN.
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Routine and structure
For many reasons, students often struggle with 
the hidden aspects of curriculum and pedagogy 
– in part due to the differences in culture and 
language. Being explicit about the routines 
and expectations of classrooms, and ensuring 
that these are consistent and transparent, 
assists students to know what to expect 
in a mathematics lesson.  This helps with 
engagement in learning. 

•	 Being Explicit and Having 
Routines

•	Maths at a regular slot in the 
day – usually second session•	 Lesson Format•	 Being explicit•	 Regular activities and consistency

•	 Repetition and Revision•	 Daily timetable

Providing explicit teaching of concepts 
and the approaches being adopted, 
allows students to gain access to what 
is being taught. They do not have to 
‘second-guess’ what and why teachers 
are doing things in particular ways. 
By making explicit the expectations 
of what students will be learning 
(learning intent), what they need 
to do to demonstrate their learning 
(success criteria), and why they 
need to learn particular mathematics 
concepts (rationale and application of 
mathematics), students can more readily 
engage in the mathematical learning. This 
is particularly important for students 
whose cultures are different from the 
mathematical and cultural norms that 
are used in the classroom.

Teachers had adopted a consistency and 
routine in their classrooms as to how they 
would teach mathematics. Each teacher 
determines the approach that would work 
best for the students in their classrooms. 
It was felt that students benefitted when 
there was a similarity to each lesson and 
the format of that lesson. This enabled the 
students to come to know how the lessons 
would be conducted,therefore enabling the 
students to engage with the lessons. In 
the early years, for example, the teacher 
commenced with the same facts (e.g. time 
using the days of the week or months of 
the year), often using a chanting process to 
reinforce concepts. The AIEO would often lead 
this part of the lesson. Questions were posed 
to the students that matched the range of 
understandings that are found in a K, P, 1 
classroom. For some students, the questions 
could include the days before or after a 
particular day, for others it might be the day 
a number of days before, or days between. 
Having lessons commence in a similar way each 
day, students knew what was going to happen 
and could engage more readily in the learning.
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INSIGHT INSIGHTConsistency in mathematics lessons is 
important. Creating the Fast Facts at 
the start of each lesson, in every sector 
of the school, meant that students were 
orientated to mathematics, were revising 
aspects of mathematics, and were familiar 
with the orientation of a mathematics 
lesson. Fast Facts at the start of the 
lesson also helps to settle students before 
engaging with substantive teaching. The Fast 
Facts were not always designed to stretch 
the students too far, but the speed of the 
delivery of the questions helped to build 
automaticity.

The structure of the timetable is for 
two sustained periods of literacy and 
numeracy for the first two sessions of 
the day. The final session is for other 
curriculum areas, such as art, science 
or social studies. Cultural activities are 
seen by the communities to be their 
responsibility rather than that of the 
school which enables the college to offer a 
fairly comprehensive curriculum. Community 
consultation had yielded the view that 
families wanted the students to be literate 
and numerate so that they would have 
choices – to be able to walk in both an 
Aboriginal world with learnings acquired from 
home and a ‘Whitefella’ world that they 
acquired from school.
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Consistency within the lessons across 

the timetable, are seen to be a vital 

part of the planning in mathematics 
(and literacy) across the school. 
Ensuring that lessons follow the 
same format and expectations 
enables the students to know what 
to anticipate when they commence 
their lessons, and hence be ready to 
engage in the lessons. 

The teachers used a range of 
strategies in their classrooms 
to continually revise and refresh 
learning. Each day, teachers begin 
lessons with revision of concepts 
previously covered. This not only 
helps students to remember what 
has been learned previously but 
also helps them to retain the 
concepts and processes themselves 
as these are often applied in the 
latter parts of a lesson.
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INSIGHT

INSIGHTThe school has adopted a number of key 
practices that they have implemented  
across the primary years of school (K-6).  
The practices are built into all mathematics 
lessons in the whole-school approach. Like 
many schools in this study, this school has 
also adopted a timetable where literacy 
occupies the first block of school, then 
numeracy in the second, and the final block 
for all other curriculum areas.  The high 
importance of literacy and numeracy was 
seen to be a priority for the students. 
The program remains in place for the whole 
year so that students are very familiar 
with the timetable. Lessons involve group 
work, rotations, use of technology, quick 
pace, games and hands-on activities so 
that students will be engaged and so that 
activities can be differentiated to meet the 
needs of each student.

For a range of reasons, most notably 
language and culture, students are often 
left second-guessing what teachers want. 
When expectations are not clear, students 
behave poorly. Consequently, teachers at the 
school seek to make the learning intent and 
behavioural expectations explicit. This increases 
students’ access to the learning of the lessons 
and helps to keep poor behaviours under 
control. Routine is another important feature 
of lessons at the school. The students often 
experience disruption and a lack of routine in 
their community, so knowing what to expect 
at school helps to settle them. Each morning 
commences with a physical activity chosen by 
the teachers – running around the perimeter 
of the school, boot camp, yoga, etc. All 
classes do this, and then move to their 
classrooms.  There is a standard procedure 
for maths lessons in any classroom. Classes 
begin with warm-up exercises, often based on 
number facts. Some classes use IWBs; others 
use timed activities with a timer displayed 
on the board. Students then move on to 
nominated activities, often using pair, share, 
whole strategies.
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Targeted teaching 
Aligned to many of the previous practices, 
teachers reported that they targeted their 
teaching to meet the needs of the learners. 
This required that they had undertaken 
some data collection and knew students’ 
current levels of understanding, and then 
had a plan of where to go next in the 
learning pathway.

INSIGHT

INSIGHT

With approximately 25% of the students 
being formally assessed as needing 
learning support, and with many of 
these students also being the source of 
behavioural problems in the classrooms, 
the school has employed a learning 
support teacher who works with the 
students. Special mathematics lessons are 
taken by the learning support teacher 
early in each week where she monitors 
student learning and then develops 
a weekly program for the individual 
students based on assessments of 
learning. Where possible, the programs 
are aligned with the topics being 
undertaken in the class. During the 
remainder of the week, the students 
are placed back into their age-
appropriate classes and work closely 
with the teacher and teacher aides 
so that there is almost one-on-one 
work undertaken in the classroom. 
In some cases, where the students 
may have significant behavioural 
issues, they are withdrawn in a 
small group and taken by the 
Teacher Aide. This supports 
the individual students, while 
allowing the teacher to work 
with the remainder of the 
class on focused teaching. 
The teachers have the same 
high expectations for this 
cohort of learners albeit 
commensurate with their 
levels of understanding. This 
process has been found to build 
confidence with the students 
who are more likely to engage 
with content with which they 
can experience success.

Identifying students who are 
just below benchmark or close to 
benchmark and undertaking targeted 
and intense intervention creates a 
space for growth that can promote 

understandings that are 
commensurate with 
the expected levels 
of learning.

INSIGHT

PRACTICES

All students are placed on individual 
learning plans (ILP) so as to meet the 

diverse needs of learners and to cater for 

the diversity of learners and year levels 

in each class. Most classes consist of 
2-3 formal school year levels as well as 

diversity in achievement within each year 

level. The ILPs are negotiated documents 

– based on assessment of students’ 
learning, goals are negotiated with the 

students and families, goals for formal 

learning of mathematics (and other areas 

of the curriculum) and the needs of the 

learners.

•	 Early years interv
ention

•	 Organising classroo
ms

•	 Targeting through
 group work

•	 Targeting at-risk 
learners

•	 Withdrawal Classes

•	 Individual Learning
 Plans

•	 Aligning with learn
ing trajectories
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INSIGHTWith a core group of regular attenders as well 
as a significant number of transient students, 
teachers need to organise their classrooms 
to cater for the considerable diversity 
within a classroom. This is achieved through 
organising small group work activities that 
are differentiated for learners. Throughout 
lessons teachers organise activities that 
appear to be the same for the students – 
such number recognition – but will be quite 
different. For example, in the orientation 
component of a lesson, a teacher was 
working with students to read numbers. 
For the whole group activity, the numbers 
varied from 7 through to 11517. In the 
small groups, the teacher targets the 
work undertaken so that it matches the 
needs of each student. The activities 
that the students undertake will be 
in the focus of the lesson (e.g. the 
strand/s of the curriculum along with 
the level of the learning intent). 
In some activities, the groups will 
be organised by the levels of the 
students, where other activities will 
be grouped so that students co-teach 
their peers.

INSIGHTClassrooms are organised around the 
curriculum levels. By identifying the 
levels of understandings of the students, 
clustering of students are made whose 
levels are similar. This helps to reduce 
some of the diversity that is found 
in classrooms.  Students are all on 
individual learning plans so teachers 
differentiate learning activities in 
classrooms so as to meet the needs 
of students.  Teachers have scope and 
flexibility to conduct lessons in ways 
that suit their preferred teaching styles 
providing they are achieving learning 
outcomes that are commensurate with 
the learning sequence.

INSIGHT

INSIGHT
Staging

 mathematics le
ssons 
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g 
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ory for
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numeracy n
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The lea
rning t
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ry also

 

provide
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ers wit
h a co

herent
 

program
 across

 the m
athematics 

experie
nce for

 the s
tudent

s.

At the school, a special class has been 

created for those students in the 

early years of schooling who need extra 

support to build their fluency in a 

wide range of areas, but most often 

in number, place value and operations. 

These students are taken into a 

withdrawal room and work in an almost 

one-on-one context that focuses on 

the skills that need to be developed. 

This approach enables the classroom 

teacher to work with the students who 

have these skills (and are most often 

the regular attenders) and move them 

forward in their mathematics. 
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Using ICTs and iPads
Schools are well resourced and use a 
comprehensive range of digital resources.Schools 
have varied in terms of their foci with digital 
resources – some use laptops, others have opted 
for iPads, many use interactive white boards.  There 
is a widely held view that the students engage 
productively with the use of digital tools and that 
there is a need to ensure that the quality of the 
resources used via the digital tools is high and 
meets the intent of the lesson. 
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INSIGHT
INSIGHTAcross all classrooms, teachers used 
digital technologies to support learning 
in mathematics. The digital tools were 
particularly useful in differentiated activities 
as it allowed some groups to be engaged 
with activities with the teacher and AEWs 
worked with other groups or individuals. 
Classrooms had iPads and students were 
able to play/work on these depending on 
what the teachers were intending from 
the activity. In some cases, the iPads 
were part of the differentiated activities, 
in other classes they were for targeted 
maths games that the students could use 
when they had finished their other work. 
In the latter case, it kept the students 
engaged in learning mathematics and was 
enjoyable enough to act as an incentive for 
completion of work.

A key strategy was the use of digital 
learning tools. The school has adopted 
one program that has a strong emphasis 
on staged learning activities, with an 
emphasis on the language of mathematics. 
That is, the instructions are spoken to 
the students, and the language (in this 
case, of space and shape) were constantly 
revised for the students. This was seen to 
be important for the students since their 
home language is different from that of 
Standard Australian English. The program 
is levelled so the teacher can target the 
activities for the individual students, and 
at the content that is being taught. 
The students engaged with the computer 
activities. This was incorporated at the end 
of the lesson so that as students completed 
their set tasks, they could consolidate their 
learning on the concepts and processes 
that had been a feature of the lesson. 
The activities reinforced their learning. The 
better activities also had spoken language 
so that the students could hear the 
mathematical language.

PRACTICES•	 Use of Interactive White Boards
•	 YouTube Videos
•	 Using digital tools for differentiating 

learning
•	 Selecting programs to meet the needs 

of the students
•	 Engaging learners and learning
•	 Use of iPads
•	 Using digital resources in the early 

years
•	 Using digital resources to incentivise 

learning



INSIGHT

INSIGHT

INSIGHT

INSIGHT

Having digital activities can act as an 
incentive for students as they complete their 
set work, while also fostering independence 
of learning. The digital activities should be 
carefully selected initially so that the students 
engage with the mathematics rather than the 
digital aspect (such as the game, including finding 
ways to ‘cheat’ rather than engage with the 
mathematics). Digital activities need to reflect 
the learning intent of the lesson so that there 
is the possibility of consolidation or extension of 
learning. 

IPads have been an important part of the 
differentiating in classrooms.  In some classes, 
teachers use them for one group to work with, 
whereas in other classes teachers use them for 
whole class activities but the activities are locked 
to the needs of the students. Prior to the 
lesson, the teacher identifies the needs of the 
learners and then plans the targeted activities 
for the particular students.  Locking the 
activity is important so that students do not 
go off task and search for other activities.

Across the school, there is a very strong 
emphasis on the use of digital media. All 
classrooms have interactive white boards, 
as well as iPads. In some classes there are 
full class sets of iPads, while in others they 
are used for small group work. Teachers 
reported that the students engaged with 
the iPads and that they were useful for 
providing motivation for learning and 
engagement while also being set to the 
levels appropriate for individual learners. 

Early-years teachers use a range of tools 
to foster the auditory patterns of 
number, and use digital media to support 
strategies. Interactive Whiteboards 
(Smart Boards) are used in all classrooms 
and early-years teachers often commence 
maths lessons with singing sessions around 
counting sequences. Numbers appear on 
the Smart Board with a pause on the 
turn of each tens, giving children the 
opportunity to determine the next number. 
Children sing along with the 
presentation, and this helps 
them to calm down after being 
outside over the recess period 
and orientates them to the 
mathematics lessons.

INSIGHT

INSIGHT
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INSIGHTMost lessons involve the use 
of some sort of digital media. 
Often this is the interactive 
white boards where the tool 
can be used for whole class or 
small group activities. It is seen 
to engage the learners and keep 
them on task. Teachers use a 
wide range of YouTube clips.
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INSIGHT

INSIGHT
The use of quality digital resources 

can be a very useful tool to support 

a differentiated classroom. The 

resources should be carefully chosen so 

as to engage the students, but with 

a focus on mathematics. If possible, 

the program can also monitor how 

students are progressing through the 

levels within the program.  Teachers 

have found that the students appear 

to enjoy and engage with the computer 

programs, which has been very useful 

in terms of enabling the teacher to 

circulate around the classroom while 

keeping students on task.

Digital m
edia can

 be very
 useful 

in helpin
g to cre

ate lear
ning 

experien
ces that

 not on
ly meet 

the nee
ds of th

e learne
rs, but 

also 

engage t
he stud

ents. W
hen the

 

student
s are en

gaged in
 activiti

es, 

this red
uces beh

avioural
 problem

s, 

and allo
ws the 

teacher 
to work

 

with ot
her grou

ps. The
 activiti

es 

used in 
the digi

tal spac
e should

 be 
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 selecte

d so th
at ther

e is 

solid mathematical co
ntent.

INSIGHTOne teacher explained that the upper-
primary students are very interested 
in YouTube videos, so these are used 
to increase student engagement. This teacher began her class with a YouTube video that presented a segment of a popular televised singing contest. Later in the lesson, 

a humorous YouTube video was used 
as a teaching tool. The video showed 
a group of students and teachers doing the “Number Line Rap,” which 
addressed addition and subtraction on 
the directed number line.
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Using data to inform teaching
Across all schools in the study, there was an 
emphasis on the use of data to inform teaching. 
Schools used various tests to assess learning. The 
tests, along with other forms of data collection, were 
undertaken on a regular basis – often twice a term. 
These data were collated on a school database or 
similar. Progress was monitored (and celebrated in 
many schools). The data were used to design teaching 
episodes to meet and extend students’ learning needs. 
Depending on the school, there was often a scheme 
(see earlier section of learning trajectories) where the 
data were matched to learning points on that trajectory 
and then teachers were able to identify where to take 
the students in future teaching. The explicit use of 
data also enabled teachers to share with students and 
families where students were in relation to the learning 
models/trajectories. In many schools, the data were 
displayed in a public space so that it was clear where 
students were, with the intent to  
show progress.  

PRACTICES
•	 Using regu

lar tests t
o inform 

teaching a
nd progres

s

•	 Monitoring (
and celebr

ating) 

mathematical learn
ing

•	 Celebratin
g success t

hrough da
ta

•	 Sharing 
data with

 families and 

community

•	 Assessing 
for learnin

g

•	 Managing da
ta entry

•	Data wal
ls
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INSIGHT
Teachers regularly assess students and 

enter the data into the school tracking 

system.  Assessments are undertaken 

every five weeks but are not limited 

to the more formal testing. Informal 

observations are also undertaken and 

entered into the database. Once 

entered, teachers are able to see the 

level at which students are working; able 

to identify the next teaching that needs 

to occur in order to move students 

forward; and access ideas for teaching 

that concept.  Data is fundamental 

to informing teachers’ mathematical 

practices.

Sharing d
ata in wa
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an be 
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ommunities 

enables fa
milies to u
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may also 

support t
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ren in 

learning.

INSIGHTINSIGHTThe school has structured its week 
so that Fridays are a shorter day. 
This is to allow teachers time to 
enter data into the Numeracy Portal. Teachers are constantly assessing students’ learning, through both formal and informal 

methods. Regular testing is done 
in Week 5 and Week 10 anddata is 
updated on the Numeracy Portal. 
The Portal is used to support teachers to develop targeted learning activities once the data is 
entered.

The inten
t of the 

data wall
 is to 

share stu
dents’ lev

els of lea
rning, and

 

to show 
growth. T

he details
 shown 

about stu
dents on 

the wall 
were 

negotiate
d and inc

lude gend
er (as 
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 the colo

ur), and 
the child 

as an ind
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s shown b
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photo). T
here was 
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 as to 
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e backgro
und of th

e 

student (
Indigenou

s or not)
 would be

 

shown bu
t it was 

decided t
hat this 

was not n
ecessary. 
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INSIGHT
Each student is assessed using the 
school’s preferred assessment scheme 

and then their results are displayed 

on a data wall. Throughout the year, 

as assessments are made, teachers are 

able to move the students along the 

data wall.  Because the assessments 

show students who are above or below 

age-appropriate, teachers are able to 

build appropriate learning experiences 

so that they are able to move 
individuals forward. As such, success 

is very individual but a shared success 

between the students, teachers and 

families. 

The data wall has provided a forum for 

teachers across the school to better 

understand the learning needs of 

their students; to dispel some of the 

assumptions that can be created around 

a particular student’s strengths and 

weaknesses; and to be accountable and 

responsible for implementing strategies 

to address areas of need. The data wall 

has created opportunities for teachers 

to see where students are in relation to 

national norms. Teachers have been able 

to understand their students’ learning 

needs and so plan more effective teaching 

based on evidence rather than on their 

assumptions about student achievement.

INSIGHT
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INSIGHT

INSIGHT

INSIGHT

The tests are conducted on a regular basis each 
term – usually 2-3 times per term. Teachers are 
now regularly informed of the forward steps being 
made by their students. In some cases, it can be 
possible for teachers to be unsure if their students 
are progressing but through these tests, they are 
able to see the growth in learning. The school has 
adopted an approach of celebrating small steps as this 
helps teachers to see the gains being made by their 
students. At the school level, the tests also provide 
the staff with information of overall gains being made 
over time. The data shown in the ‘success’ section of 
the report have enabled the school to map the gains 
being made by students over the various years. These 
data are a testament to the changes being made at 
the school, but also encourage the teachers to continue 
in their teaching methods as they appear to be 
bringing about positive learning growth.

Teachers assess students every 5 weeks and then 
plot data against the framework adopted by the 
school. The teachers record student performance 
against the growth points on the continua 
and then use these data to monitor growth 
as well as to provide insights into where to 
take learners from their current levels of 
achievement.  The framework has provided 
teachers with a solid means by which to 
show growth in learning. If a student is not 
progressing in a manner that would be expected 
as shown through the mapping process, then 
further support is provided. This support can 
be for the teacher to help him/her devise 
other activities that will scaffold learning, or it 
may be for the student who may need more 
support. 

Student data is displayed on the walls so that 
students can see where they are on the learning 
continuum and know where they are expected to 

grow in terms of mathematics. Students are 
provided with an “I can” book in which their 
learning is mapped against the continua. The 
books contain learning growth points from 
the continua expressed in a language accessible 
by students and families. Students can mark 
off what they have learned and teachers will 
then confirm success in that learning cluster. 
Once all learning outcomes have been achieved 
within a band or level of learning, students 

can be marked off as having 
achieved that level of learning. 
This process makes the learning 
intent and success transparent 
to students and families whilst 
providing teachers with a record 
of learning progress. 



Summary
 
The school stories shared in this document are 
representing only a small part of the practices adopted 
in the schools. They are, by some measure, those 
practices that have occurred more frequently across the 
study. It is not meant to provide a definitive statement 
of the practices adopted by the schools and hence as 
a recommendation for schools. Rather, the intent is to 
highlight the more commonly occurring themes in the 
study. 

Through this collection of insights taken from the large 
study, it becomes clear that there are three levels of 
practice that operate across the schools – envisioned, 
enabled, and enacted. Collectively the practices work 
together to bring about successes across the schools for 
remote indigenous learners.  

The practices collected in this document have been 
drawn from particular contexts, however, it is noted that 
these practices should be seen as ‘good’ practices for all 
students.  Teachers have adopted practices that identify 
where students’ mathematical strengths are located and 
then sought to develop practices to meet the needs of 
the students. In this scenario, whole-class teaching is not 
common place, instead, teachers have relied on more 
focused teaching that meets the needs of the learners. 
This is supported through having documents that map 
learning trajectories for learning mathematics, against 
which current learning can be mapped and pathways for 
future learning can be planned. 

At the envisioned level the culture of the school and 
how this supports the learning of both students and 
teachers becomes critical. Across the study, the key 
topics such as building strengths in the early years 
so as to close the gap that is often evident as young 
children enter the formal school setting and having 
high expectations of both students and staff creates  a 
very different culture than the deficit thinking that has 
permeated much of Indigenous education. For these to 
occur, leadership and quality teachers are vital.  The use 
of a ‘whole child’ learning sequence has been formative 
in providing models for teachers against which they can 
monitor learning and plan for future learning. This gives 
teachers a strong plan for their teaching and learning 
in mathematics.  Many schools have adopted a whole 
school approach where there is a common model of 
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pedagogy being adopted at the school. Collectively 
these topics have built a culture at the school that is 
supportive of numeracy learning. 

At the enabled level, the mediating topics involved 
the local people working with the teachers to 
support initiatives in the classroom; the employment 
of numeracy coaches to specifically target the 
development of quality practices in numeracy teaching; 
and the support for teacher professional learning that 
did not specifically involve the work of the numeracy 
coaches. 

At the enacted level, teachers adopted a wide (and 
diverse) range of practices within the classroom. These 
included assessment for learning; differentiating for 
learning; focusing on the study of numeracy so as to 
build strength in that area; using group-work to support 
learning and differentiation for learning; a wide range 
of language strategies to help scaffold the transition 
into mathematical language as well as SAE; developing 
comprehensive (and often school-wide) lesson plans so 
that there is a rich practice in mathematics as well as a 
common approach to teaching mathematics. Alongside 
these initiatives, teachers drew on various models 
upon which they based their teaching.   Routine and 
structure were seen to be important ingredients for 
mathematics as it helped students know what to expect 
in mathematics and hence engage more readily with 
mathematics lessons. Teaching was based on data so 
that teachers knew where students were in the learning 
trajectory and thus enabled teaching to be specifically 
targeted to meet the needs of individual learners. Across 
the schools, there was a strong use of ICTs, iPads and 
other digital media to support students, but particularly 
as one of the activities within group work. 

Language has been recognised as a specific area of 
focus and teachers have developed a range of practices 
to support the transition from home languages into 
Standard Australian English. The Indigenous staff in the 
schools played an important role in the development 
of resources and support for learners to support the 
transition from home language into SAE.

As a summary document of the research, and aimed 
to share with teachers, particularly those involved in 
the study, this booklet has sought to provide users with 
some insights into the practices used across the schools.


